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The Murray Ledger & Times
Volume LXXXXVII No. 111 In Our 97th Year Murray, Ky., MondaTAftimoon, May -10, 1976
MURRAY STATE COMMENCEMENT — James C. Bowling of Darien, Conn., a native Paducahan who has risen to
executive leadership with one of the country's largest corporations, Philip Morris Incorporated, addresses the 53rd
spring graduating class at Murray State University during commencement exercises on Saturday, May 8. Shown at
right are members of the board of regents present for the ceremony to award 1,308 degrees to mid-year and spring
graduates. The university also conferred an honorary Doctor of Laws degree on Bowling during the program.
Few Generations Have Faced
Brighter Future, Grads Told
By M. C. Garrett
Although there is concern for possible
complacency andthe loss of traditional
values, few generations have faced a
brighter future, a record number of
graduates were told Saturday at
Murray State University's 53rd spring
commencement exercises.
James C. Bowling, a member of the
board, vice president and assistant to
the chairman of Philip Morris, Inc.,
New York, told the 1,308 spring and
mid-year graduates that this is not the
belief of "pollyanna dreamers."
"This is the opinion of experts on the
physical and human resources that
affect your future," he said, and they
are optimistic beyond the dreams





Tickets to the 12th annual Charity
Ball to be held June 5 at the Murray-
Calloway Country Club are now on sale.
All proceeds from ticket sales and
donations to the Charity Ball help
support the Murray-Calloway County
Comprehensive Care Center. Anyone
desiring a ticket should contact Mrs.
Hunt Smock, 753-6094 or Mrs. Tommy
Alexander, 753-3827.
Cash donations may be mailed to
Mrs. Sam Bell, ,Route 4, Murray,
Kentucky. Since no programs will be
printed this year to recognize
businesses whose contributions go to
the Comprehensive Care Center, we
wish to express our appreciation to the
following firms who have already made
donations:
Brandon Brothers Used Cars, Dwain
Taylor Chevrolet, Interstate Battery
System, Jim Adams Food Market, Inc.,
Littletons, Murray Fabrics, Inc.,
Murray Branch — Hopkinsville
Federal Savings and Loan.
Patrons planning to attend the ball
should remember that reservations will
be necessary. Breakfast will be served
from 12 midnight to 1 a. in. While the
Louis Brown Orche,stra from Nashville
continues to play. Table reservations
may be made by contacting Mrs. Walt
Apperson at 753-7590.
"They believe in you and your
commitment to the traditional values.
They say that growth is likely to con-
tinue through your generation and for
generations to come.
-I would like to emphasize the bright
promise," he went on, "because some
of the cuerent thinking seems con-
centrated on dark perceptions of the
future.
"It is puzzling to me. In this year of
our Bicentennial, we are observing 200
years of progress in our country.
Generation after generation has taken
giant steps. My generation enjoyed
more opportunity for self-fulfillment
than my parents did. The promise for
your generation is even greater."
Bowling cited a recent report by the
Hudson Institute, a leading research
organization devoted to studies of the
world's resources and the potentials of
the future. The Institute reports that
the world is capable of supporting
growth for at least 200 years, and by
2176, with twice the present population,
almost everyone everywhere will be
rich in the things considered important
to life.
The chief danger, he pointed out, is a
possible erosion of such traditional
human values as "an abiding respect
for the integrity of work, the dignity of
your fellow, man and the sanctity of
your life on Earth."
With the support they have received
from their parents and the advantages
of their education at Murray State, he
told the graduates, the goal of a rich
and fulfilling life is within the reach of
each of them.
Bowling. who only last month was
elected to the Tobacco Hall of
went on to challenge the graduates "to
discover what you are made to do, and
then give yourself to the doing of it."
"This drive toward self-fulfillment,"
he said, "is what gives quality and
distinction to life."





was chosen for the second consecutive
year to receive three awards in the
Kentucky Hospital Association Com-
munity Relations Awards Program.
The local hospital competed with 18
hospitals throughout the state in this
public relations contest, and received
awards for first place in Specie:
Interest Publics, second place a
Community Relations, and the award
for "Best Overall Program."
Stuart Poston, administrator, ac-
cepted the awards for the hospital at the
annual meeting of the Kentucky
Hosptial Association on May 3 in
Lousiville.
"This is quite a tribute to our hospiti
and its employees. This submission of
our program in public relations cm
cerned each person or group which
participated in any form of community
relations last year," Poston said.
Three Persons Iniured
In VVeekend Accidents
Three persons were injured in two
traffic accidents over the weekend,
according to Kentucky State Police.
Trooper Charles Stephenson said a
Chance of Showers
Increasing cloudiness and mild with a
chance of showers and thundershowers
today, high in the mid 70s. Mostly
cloudy with a chance of showers and
thundershowers tonight and Tuesday.
Peggy Williams, teacher at the Day Care Center, helps Jamie Williams
and karin Elkins with puppet play.
Photo BV Wilson Woolley
one-car accident Saturday at 6:50 p.m
left one person hospitalized. The ac-
icident occurred 2.5 miles, east of 
Murray on Highway 280, and involved a
car driven by Margaret Reeder, 011
Murray.
Stephenson said the driver of the car
lost control and struck a fence. Mrs
Reeder was listed in satisfactory
condition this morning at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
At 9:20 a.m. Sunday, cars driven by
David W. Rudolph, Route One, Dexter,
and James Robert Chambers, Route
Three, collided on Highway 94, 9.2 miles
east of Murray.
Stephenson said the Rudolph car was
going west on 94, and the Chambers car
was preparing to go east from a
grocery parking lot, when the accident
occurred.
Rudolph was treated and released at
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital,
and Chambers was listed in satisfac-
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Curris Unhappy With
Amount Put Into Pay
Raises For MSU Staff
Five and seven per cent pay raises
for staff and faculty at Murray State
University do not satisfy President
Constantine Curris, the MSU head told
the board of regents Saturday.
"I'm not happy, not in the least, with
the amount of dollars we are putting
Into salary raises in the light of the cost-
of-living increases," Curris told the
board, at its regular meeting Saturday.
"But we have gone through the budget
process in the best manner I know. .
and done the very best we could."
Curris requested that the board not
raise his personal salary for the coming
year, but it did anyway, from $41,000 to
$42,500.
The budget for the 1976-77 year is a
record $20.9 million for the school.
Curris said the state provided four and
five per cent pay raises for staff and
faculty respectively, and "We eked out
the rest."
The entire operating budget for next
year Is only $2.5 million More than for
1975-76, and costs have skyrocketed for
the university, Curris said. The state
will provide about $15.1 million for the
budget, an increase of about $1.6
million over the past year. The
remainder comes from student fees and
university services.
Board members approved raising
meal and room charges by an average
of seven to eight per cent, blaming
higher utility and food costs.
Dr. Jack D. Wilson was named as
acting chairman of the Department of
Mathmatics, and will serve in the in-
terim as a search committee begins the
process of looking for a new chairman.
Dr. Harold G. Robertson relinquished
the chairmanship at his own request to
return to full-time teaching and
research.
An agreement was approved with the
Murray and Calloway Boards of
Education to provide a laboratory
experience program for elementary
and secondary education students to
observe and participate in pre-student
teaching experiences in the local school
systems.
Tim Langford, of Hickman Route
Two, was sworn in as the new student
body representative on the board at the
meeting Saturday, also.
Two tracts of land were acquired by
the university Saturday to provide
additional parking space. One was the
Compton property on Payne Street,
across from White Hall, and the other
was the Gingles property on North 13th
Street. Curris explained that parking
will be a big problem this fall, due to
construction that will be beginning on
campus, and the new property will help
alleviate the problem.
See Regents. Page 10)
MSLIS FIRST LADY OFFICER: Newly-commissioned 2nd It. Robyn Roney, Kirksey, has her bars pinned on by her
mother, Mrs. Anne Roney, right, and It. Col. Johnnie Prichard, professor of military science, after becoming the first
woman to be commissioned in the U. S. Army through the Reserve Officers Training Program (ROTC) at Murray
State University. A speech and communication major, she will report for duty at ft. Gordon, Ga. It. Roney was one
of nine cadets commissioned at the University Saturday.
First Woman Commissioned At MSU
ROTC Cadet Robyn Roney Now
2nd Lieutenant In U. S. Army
Robyn Roney, 23, a speech. and graduate study in medicine._
communications major, has become The remaining five included two
the first woman to be commissioned in "distinguished military graduates."
the U. S. Army from the Reserve Commissioned in infantry and ordered
Officers Training Corps at Murray to report to Ft. Benning, Ga., were:
State University. Steven C. Darnall, a political scietice
Miss Roney, who will go on active major from Cadiz and recipient of the
duty with the Signal Corps at Ft.
Gordon, Ga., in October, was among
nine cadets commissioned second
lieutenants in the Army Saturday in
conjunction with the spring Com-
mencement exercises at the Univer-
sity. '
The daughter of Mrs. Anne Roney,
Route 1, Kirksey, she was one of three Both the Murray High Symphonic
women receiving commissions at the Band and the Concert Band were rated
half-hour commissioning ceremony. excellent at the Six Flags Band Festival
The other two, both of whom received held over the past weekend in St. Louis.
their military training at Ft. McClellan, The bands were appearing at the
Ala., although students at Murray event for the first time and received
State, are: critiques from a panel of three of the
Susan Nanny, daughter of Mr. and country's top college band directors:
Mrs. John C. Nanny, 2310 Coldwater Jack Lee of the Univ. of Arizona;
Road, Murray. and Valinda Dunn, Kenneth Bloomquist of Michigan State
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Pickett, and Gene Witherspoon of Arkansas
Route 1, Arlington. Tech. They made comments and
A library science major and a 1976 suggestions on each performance of the
honor graduate of the University, Miss 42 bands from ten states in the corn-
Nanny is scheduled to report in July at petition.
Ft. McClellan, Ala. Miss Dunn, a The band judged "Best in.Class AA"
psychology and English major, also was the Detroit Lakes Symphonic Band
will report to the same base. of Detroit Lakes, Minn. Competing in
Among the six men commissioned the class were bands from Kentucky,
was Miss Roney's brother, Pete, who Tennessee, Texas, Oklahoma, Mm -
was commissioned "branch nesota, Michigan, Iowa and Illinois.
unassigned" pending action on his Of interest to many who are
request for an educational delay for familiar with bands from the area is the
President's Saber this year as the
outstanding cadet of the year in the 240-
member ROTC company at Miirray
State, Wit —
David J. Cannon, an industrial arts
major from Marion, Ill., and recipient
(See Roney, Page 10)
MHS Bands Receive
'Excellent' Rating
fact that Reidland and Memphis
Overton, also in class AA, received the
same rating as Murray High,- MRS
band director Joe Sills said.
"We are pleased that we did so well in
our first national concert event and are
reassured that our students are con-
tinuing to progress musically as well as
in their marching events," Sills added.
"We feel that the experience gained by
performing and by listening to other
bands will be very beneficial as we
strive to provide the best we can for
students involved in the Murray band
program."
The band also toured the Gateway
Arch, attended the St. Louis-Houston
baseball game, and visited the Six
Flags amusement park while in St.
Louis.
The bands' final concert of the year,
the annual Spring Concert, is scheduled
for Tuesday, May 18.
Dr. Alta Presson Elected President Of Faculty Senate
Dr. Alta Presson, professor of home
economics at Murray State University,
has been elected president of the
Faculty Senate on the campus for the
1976-77 school year.
She was elected last week during the
final meeting of the school year by the
organization. Other officers elected
are: Dr. Maxine McCants, assistant
professor of English,- vice-president;
and Dr. Arvin Crafton, associate
professor of professional studies,
secretary.
The Faculty Senate is made up of five
at-large members and one represen-
tative from each academic department
as voting members. Ex-officio mem-
bers include the officers of the Faculty
Organization and the faculty
representatives on the board of regents.
1
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Women's Golf Opens
At The Murray Club
The first ladies day of the
golf season at the Murray
Country Club attracted a large
crowd, with approximately
fifty women golfers playing
the front nine holes. Margaret
Shuffett served as golf
hostess, and she announced
the following winners:
Championship flight had a
tie for low gross with Jerlene
Sullivan, Phyllis Kain and
Venela Sexton. Also Veneta
Sexton won low net.
Euva Mitchell captured the
lcw gross honors for the first
flight and Betty Stewart had
low net.
Second flight low gross
whiner was Nell Roach and
Euladean Robinson and
Louise Lamb tied for low net.
In the renewal flight,, Sue
Costello had low gross, and
Juliet Wallis and Anna Mary
Adams tied for low putts.
Eva Morris won low gross in
the beginners flight and Kitty
Freeman had low putts.
Rainey Apperson will serve
as golf hostess for next
Wednesday and the line up is
listed below. Anyone who can
not play, please call Mrs.
Apperson at 753-7590.
Tee-off times are different
for each flight, so all women
are urged to be on time to tee-
off.
9:45 - Number one tee,
Championship flight Phyllis
Kain, Venela Sexton, Jerlene
Sullivan, and Betty Jo Pur-
dom.
9:50 - Betty Lowry, Carol
Hibbard and Frances Hulse.
First Flight
Number One Tee
9:25 - Euva Mitchell, Betty



















• 9 a.m. - Nell Roach,
Euladene Robinson, Louise
Lamb, Sue Costello.
9:05 -.Nancy Fandrich, Lou
Doran, Frances Miller, Patsy
Miller.
9:10 - Alice Purdom,
Elizabeth Slusmeyer, Beverly
Spann.







9:05 - Jean Doxsee, Chris
Graham, Emma Sue Hutson,
Jean Wilson.
9:10 - Jenny Hutson, Juliet
Wallis, Ruth Wilson.
9:15 - Diane Villanova,
Eddie M. Outland, Faira
Alexander, Betty Lou Farris.
Beginners
Number Seven Tee
9 a. m. - Eva Morris, Polly
Garland, Janice Howe, Vickie
Baker.
9:05 - Sue McCoart,
Lorraine Maggard, Cindy
Ashby, Sandra Smith.
If you see a small amount of
white fluffy mold on food,
tt good idea to throw
away the item. The fluff is
actually the "bloom" of the
mold-and where there is
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Associates will meet at the
University Church of Christ
Annex at seven p.m.
Mattie Bell Hays Circle of
First United Methodist
Church will meet at seven
p. m. at the senior youth room
of church.
Sigma Department of Mur-
ray Woman's Club will
meet at 7:30 p. in. at the club
house with Attorney Sid
Easley as speaker.
Tuesday, May 11
Calloway County Council on
Drug Education will have a
dinner meeting at 6:30 p.m. at
the Triangle Inn. Reser-
vations should be made by
May 10.
Ruth Warren Group of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
will meet with Phyllis Whit-
ney.
Women's sewing day will be
at First Presbyterian Church
at nine a. in. Call Carrie
Crawford for information.
„C!..or5le1ia „Erwin Circle of 
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a. m. to three p.
South Pleasant Grove' United -for Senior Citizens' activities.
Methodist Church will meet at
Recovery Inc. will meet at
First Presbyterian Church at
seven p.m.
Band concert will be held at
Jeffrey gym, Calloway County
High School at seven p.m.
Open house for parents and
students to enter the Murray
Middle School will be form
seven to eight p. in. This is
primarily for students who are
not enrolled at Carter
Robertson or University
School but plan to attend
Middle School in the fall.
Baptist Young Women of
Memorial Baptist Church will
meet in the home of Pat
O'Neill at 7:30 p.m.
Dorothy Moore Circle of
First Presbyterian Church
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
home of Jean Moore.
Suburban Homemakers
Club will meet with Mrs.
Kenneth Bowen at 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday, may n
Homemakers Clubs will
meet as follows: Paris Road
with Mrs. Lula White at one p.
m., Harris Grove with Mrs.
Herman Jones, at ten a. m.,
and New Providence with
Mrs. Droval Hendon at one p.
M.
Murray Quota Club will
meet at twelve noon at the
Triangle Inn.
Circles of First United
Methodist Church Women will
meet as follows: Bessie
Tucker at the social hall and
Maryleona Frost with Mrs. A.
J. Kipp, both at 9:30 a. m.,
Alice Waters with Mrs.
William E. Moffett for a
potluck luncheon at ten a. m.,
and Faith Doran in Senior
Youth Room at two p. m.
Groups of Christian
Women's Fellowship, First
Christian Church, will meet as
follows: I with Mrs. Ron Cella,
1708 Plainview, at ten a. m„
and IV at 7:30 p.m.
Murray TOPS Club will
meet at Immanuel Lutheran
-Church at seven p. m.
Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star
will meet at 7:30 p. m. at the
Masonic Hall.
Dexter Seitior Citizens will
meet at Dexta. Center at nine
a. m.
Groups of First Baptist
Church Women will meet as
follows: I with Mrs. James
Smith at nine a. in., II with
Mrs. Fred Phillips at ten a.
m., -and III with Mrs. E. C.
Jones at two p. m.
Kappa Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at
7:30 p. m. with Jane Wells as
speaker.
Betty Sledd Mission Group
will meet with Frances Vance
at 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday, May 12
Members of Arts and Crafts
Club will be luncheon guests of




meet as follows: Pacers with
Joan Brim at 9:30 a.m.,
followed by sack lunch; South
Pleasant Grove with Mrs.
Garland Hutson and New
Concord with Mrs. I. B.
Mayfield, both at one p.m.;
Pottertown at Colonial House
Smorgasbord at ten a.m.
Mason's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women are
scheduled to meet at 7:30 p.m.
Murray Open Duplicate ,
Bridge Club will meet at severi
p.m. at Gleason Hall. Call
Wally Swan for information.
Evening circles of First
United Methodist Church
Women will meet as follows:
Hannah with Mrs. James
Stahler, Ruth Wilson with
Mrs. John. E. Fortin, and
Wesleyan, all at 7:30 p.m.
Women's activities at the
urray Country Club will be
s follows: Golf at nine a.m.
with Rainey Apperson as
hostess; tennis at nine a.m.
with Linda McNeely as
hostess; bridge at 9:30 a.m.
with Jean Lindsey and Eddie
Mae Outland as chairmen;
ladies luncheon at noon with
Mrs. Sam Housden as
chairman of the hostesses.
Oaks Country Club Women
will play bridge at 9;30 a.m.
with Jean Ann Outland as
chairman and golf at 9:30 aan.
with Polly Seale as hostess.
North Second Street
Community Center will be
open for Senior Citizens from
1:30 to 3:30 p.m.
Camp Bear Creek Girl
Scout Camp To Open
For Thirtieth Year
Camp Bear Creek Girl Scout
camp will open its gates for its
thirtieth year. June 21, when
its staff arrives for their
precamp training and lab
work. -
Located on a Council-owned
site five miles east of Route
No. 68 on Highway No. 962 at
Fairdealing, Camp Bear
Creek has 183 wooded acres




archery, and rifle safety.
Although Camp Bear Creek
is a Girl Scout camp, non-
scouts are welcome to attend.
Qualified trained persons are
always on hand to safeguard
the health of the campers, and
all waterfront activites
comply with Red Cross
standards for safety.
Arrangements will be made
for all faiths to participate in
their own services and parents
are urged to wear comfortable
walking shoes and to see the
camp and meet the staff on
opening days.
Girl Scouting is an
organization devoted to
teaching young girls to be
generous, kind, honest,
helpful, and God-loving in-
dividuals.
If you are interested, phom
the Bear Creek Girl Scout
Council office- 442-8704.
COST: $35.00 per camper
per week; $25.00 for 2nd child
in a family per week; $17.50
for 3rd or more children in a
family per week; $70.00
counselor-in-training - entire
season; $65.00 two week
session; $5.00 additional sur
charge for non-scouts and out
of council scouts.
DATES: June 21-June 26
Staff Training; June 27 - July
3, Session I; July 4 - July 10,
Session II; July 11 - July 17,
Session III; July 18 - July 24,
Session IV; June 27 - July 10
Two Week Session (Sessions I
de II); July 25 - July 26 Staff
FOR TUESDAY, MAY 11, 1976
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
()mar. 21 to Apr. 20 )
You may experience a sense
of frustration, along with
boredom and fretfulness. Your
keen mind an4 innate good
sense can, should, help you
counteract.
TAURUS
(Apr. 21 to May 21)
Some earnings and credits
may be less than expected, but
the general outlook is excellent
for benefits through sustained
effort over a period of time.
GEMINI
(May22 to June 21)
Meet competition - but in a
subtle manner. Advancement




(June22 to July 23) 6(C)
Mixed planetary influences
give a total picture of alter-
nating apathy, readiness, in-
decision, enthusiasm. Firm up!
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) .f24
Stretch a point where It will
pay off later. A vote of con-
fidence is sometimes necessary
to secure cooperation Maintain
a steady hand and a discerning
eye.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 231
Especially favored under
day's somewhat unusual but, on
the whole, friendly aspects.








Be cautious in dealing with
associates. Some may urge you
.to make certain commitments
against your better judgment.
Don't let yourself be pressured.
S('ORPIO
k't. 24 to Nov. 22) 14-4r.
;enerally, a day for action,
be careful not to run out of
)ounds. On the other hand,
delaying tactics could also be
luiwise. Judge carefully. •
S ITTARIUS
). v 23 to Dec. 21 )
You should do especially well
in projects which require
careful organization, clever
management. Don't let op-
position dissuade you.
CAPRICORN
) Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) V
If careful to guard against
impulsive acts and words, the
day should be generally smooth.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Your active mind needs ex-
pression now. Direct it with
forethought, discernment. Give
thought to future needs as well
as current projects. Changes
may be required.
PISCES
I Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
You can choose activities
from several areas now, but
stay within reasonable bound-
aries. Stellar influences
especially stimulate your
creative I eah ings,.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with great versatility
- especially along creative
lines; are independent and
extremely self-reliant. In using
your many talents, you always
express yourself originally -
often brilliantly. Painting,
writing and musical com-
position are your greatest fortes
but, as a lover of the outdoors
and all living creatures, you
could alsb succeed as a botanist,
horticulturist, landscape
gardener or veterinarian
Traits to curly obstinacy and
lack of concentration. Birthdate
of: Irving Berlin, composer.
Salvador Dali, surrealist
painter.
The Twin Lakers Good Sam
Club will have its monthly
carnpout at the Ken Lake KOA
Kampground at Aurora this
weekend with Mr. and Mrs
Jimmy Graham as wagon-
masters.
A potluck supper has been
planned for Saturday night.
For information and reser-
vations call 753-5447 or 753-
4947.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Herman Holland of
Murray Route One has been




By Abigail Van Buren
1976 by Chrago "Dyne N Nwi Synd Inc
DEAR ABBY: Anybody who thinks women have equal
rights in this country is crazy.
If a man's trousers are too tight, he's just put on a little
weight. (If a woman's skirt is too tight, she's trying to be
sexy.)
If a man stands on a street corner, he's getting some fresh
air. (If a woman stands on a corner, she's looking to be
picked up.)
If a man has one drink too many, he's "feeling good." (If
a woman has one drink too many, she's a lush.)
If a man has a night out with the boys, he's put in a hard
day at work and needs to "relax." (If a woman has a night
out with the girls, she's up to no good and should stay home
with her family.)
If a man cheats on his wife, people says he's probably
married to a cold fish and he's only human. (If a woman
.cheats, she's a tramp.)
If a kid turns out good, he's a chip off the old block. (If he
turns out bad, his mother did the rotten job of raising him.)
It's still a man's world!
DEAR WANTS: Only if he's single. If he's married,
almost everything is in his wife's name.
DEAR ABBY: I am 14, and the oldest of five kids, so I'm
the one who has to help my mom with the dishes and
housework. I also have to help with the younger kids and
hate it! *
When I complain about all the work I have to do around
here, my mom gives me this routine about what good
"practice" it will be for me in later life.
Abby, please help me! I plan on being a model or an
actress, and I don't need all this "practice."
TIRED
DEAR TIRED. That's what YOU think! What do you
think happens to all those brokenAown modela and
actresses'?
DEAR ABBY: A member of our family was recently in a
near fatal accident and naturally we are very much
concerned, but our problem is this.
Friends and relatives who mean well have been calling us
constantly to find out how he is getting along. Abby, we are
half-crazy answering the telephone every few minutes. They
all want to know the "details" of the accident, and I am
exhausted reliving that nightmare so many times a day!
Also, friends have been phoning the hospital to inquire
about the patient's condition, and we've been asked by the
hospital personnel to instruct them not to call so much.
Abby, please tell your readers that it would help so much
if they would send a cheery card to the hospital instead.
Then the patient could read the cards at his leisure when
he's sufficiently recovered and keep them as souvenirs if he
so desires.
DEAR GOING: Your letter is well worth the space in this
column. Readers-please?
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069





Baby Girl Jones (mother
Debra, Rt. 1, Almo.
DISMISSALS
Scott Frields, 805 W. North,
Mayfield, Mrs. Phoebe
Milliken, 170 Riviera Court,
Murray, Miss Sylvia Bowers,
Box 822, Paris, Tenn., Ronald
Dodd, Rt. 1, Alnico, Mrs. Marie
Watson, Rt. 1, Box 43,
Buchanan, Tenn., Mrs.
Carolyn Wood, Rt. 1, Box 133,
Farmington, Mrs. Relma
Howard, Box 907, Paris,
Tenn., Miss Cynthia Ashley,
Rt. 2, Benton, Nick Willough-
by, Rt. 3, Box 175, Murray,
Milton Dick, 1302 Sycamore,
Murray, Mrs. Sue Hill, Rt. 2,
Box 168-C, Murray, Clovis
Baker, 519 Whitnell, Murray,
Mrs. Doris Williams, Rt. 2,
Hazel, L. B. Duncan, Rt. 1,
Dexter, Miss Judith Elkins,
920 N. 18th St., Murray, John
Webb, Rt. 7, Box 866, Murray,
Mrs. Debra Calhoun and Baby
Boy, Rt. 1, Box 72, Mayfield,
Mrs. Paula Bruce and Baby
Girl, Rt. 1, Benton, Wanda
Ballard and Baby Girl, 407 N.
2nd, St., Murray, Elmus
Rudolph, Rt. 1, Hardin, Elvie
Billington, 509 N. 7th St.,
Murray, Mrs. Amy Paschall,
Rt. 1, Box 165, Murray, James
Phillips, Hardin, Mrs. Lula
Simmons, Hazel, Noel Melton,
507 S. 7th St., Murray, Robert
Lawrence, Rt. 6, Paris, Term.,
Miss Ruby Debruce, Rt. 3, Big
Sandy, Tenn., Mrs. Rosetta
Alley, 2705 Pinegroft,
Greensboro, N. Carolina,





Spring-ing is easy in soft flestble
sandals. A beautiful assortment of
open and airy. classic styles for
casual or dress. Soft and com-
fortable, because of their cushion of
air insole A variety of spring CIII/Ori.
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By S. C. VAN CURON
FRANKFORT—Work doesn't end for
the Legislative Research Commission
when the legislature adjourns. "It just
gets a little less hectic," Philip Conn,
director, said.
The 1.11C stiff has been compiling the
Kentucky Acts ( actions of the 1976
legislature) since adjournment and
expects to have them ready for delivery
within the next two weeks. "We expect
to beat all previous records," Conn
said. The deadline for this work is June
19 when actions of the legislature
become law, but Conn expects to beat
this date by a full month.
But there is still more work to do. The
research staff was handed 25 studies to
complete before the next session of the
General Assembly in 1978. These
studies will be made and released
before that date.
Another chore of LRC is to help
prepare for the special session
Governor Julian Carroll will call bet-
ween Thanksgiving and Christmas to
create enabling le;..;islation for the lower
court system approved by the voters
last November. Changes for the newly-
created Supreme Court and for the
enlarged Court of Appeals were made
in the regular session.
Governor Carroll named his required
four members to the new Judicial
Nominating Commission for the
Supreme Court and the Court of
Appeals last- week. The Kentucky Bar
Association already had elected its two
members and Chief Justice Scott Reed
of the Supreme Court is chairman of the
seven-member commission._
Carroll named County Judge Bruce
Ferguson, Boone County, and John E.
White, Manchester, to terms to expire
January 1, 1978. Appointed to terms to
expire January 1, 1980 are Bankers
Frank Paxton, Paducah, and L. D.
Gorman, Hazard.
The two attorneys named by the Bar
Association in state-wide balloting are
Ben Cooper of Louisville and Robert
Lawson of Lexington.
AP News Analysis
By S. C. Van Curon
The commission will select three
attorneys from each of the seven
Supreme Court Districts and recom-
mend then to Go'. Julian Carroll. He
will name 14 of them to make up the
Court of Appeals. They must run for
election in November of this year...
The Office of Judicial Planning,
headed by Justice Reed, has been at
work all this year planning proposed
legislation to implement the newly-
created Court of Appeals. A special
group has been appointed to review the
proposed legislation with LRC before
the special session of the legislature
begins.
In addition to these projects and the
regular routine business of LRC, a
microfilming project is underway to
conserve space in the cramped quar-
ters of LRC on the third floor of the
Capitol.
fische, a plastic card about 4 x 6. The
system is the same as microfilming
except card film is used instead of the
roll in microfilm.
Conn says the 1,RC library is now
overcrowded, and "we just had to do
something to conserve space and keep
the records available for use of LRC
employes and members of the
legislature.
An indexing system and other plans
for the micro project are now being
formulated awaiting arrival of the new
equipment. Conn says the equipment is
not very expensive as far as
sophisticated equipment goes.
He said plans are to have all records
under the new system by the beginning
of the 1978 General Assembly.
Another question to be considered by
the special session this fall is mine
safety regulations which will be
recommended by a special commission
appointed by the governor.
Another probable question is the bond
issue for the Jefferson County
Metropolitan Sewer District, that is, if
the Jefferson County legislators can
reach an agreement before the session.






FRANKFORT, Ky. ( AP — The
Democratic presidential primary in
Kentucky was regarded months ago as
the one to watch, in contrast to a
seemingly unimportant Republican
race as far as national impact was
concerned.
But two weeks before the state's first
such preference contest, • the GOP
struggle overshadows the Democratic
version.
The Democratic race is all but
wrapped up, with nobody challenging
Gov. Julian Carroll's prediction that
Jimmy Carter, his preference, will
grab about 40 of Kentucky's 46
delegates to the national convention.
That is basically because of George
Wallace's fade out and Carter's im-
pressive string of primary victories
elsewhere.
Now the Republican struggle could
make an impact nationally, though not
because of the 37 delegates to the
national convention.
Even the most optimistic spokesmen
for President Ford and Ronald Reagan
won't venture beyond forecasts of 60
per cent of their candidates' vote in the
May 25 primary.
If the outcome is that extreme, it
means the winner takes 22 and the loser
15.
Seven votes would be hardly enough
to affect either Ford or Reagan for the
1,130 votes needed to nominate at the
national convention.
But if Kentucky is not a crucial state
from that standpoint, it could be
psychologically because of the primary
timing.
"The Ford people are trying to stem
the tide and the Reagan people want to
look like winners going into the
primaries in California, Ohio and New
Jersey (after Kentucky's race)," said
Larry Van Hoose, executive director of
the state Republicans.
Unless one candidate makes a clear.
sweep in this state, he added, there will
be little reverberation numerically.
"But the Reagan people want to keep
this momentum going from recent
victories and it's Kentucky's turn
now," he said. "We're seen as a border
state, a southern state, a midwestern
state or tied to all these regions."
Van Hoose's assessment of the GOP
primary differs little from the one he
gave weeks ago.
-I still think that you've got the
hardliners on both sides and the ire-
decided vote will be determined by
which organization gets down to the
grass roots," he said.
Kentucky has about 460,000
registered GOP voters. Van Hoose
believes "anything olier 75,000" would
be moderate and more than 100,000 a
heavy turnout.
"Then again, we've never been
through a presidential primary before,
so there's nothing to go by," he said.
Van Hoose also insisted the recent
state Republican Convention here
benefited the party despite later
criticism about alleged bias against
womer and blacks in selection of
national delegates.
"There's no question of our success,
from a financial and attendance
standpoint and from the view of
stimulating enthusiasm," he said.
"Both sides now will work harder."
He commented that "discrimination
is absolutely the wrong word to use
(about the state convention), there's no
foundation for describing the delegate
process that way. Rather, there were
winners and there were losers."
Although the 37 Republican delegates
could be as much as 29-8 for Reagan,
the May 25 primary will determine how
many delegates each candidate ac-
tually obtains to vote for him on the
first ballot of the national convention.
Isn't It
The Truth
While nearly everybody is against
pollution, few seem willing to give it up
at a cost in money and convenience. Not
even the ecologist will foreswear
motorized transport and hardly
anybody else wants to give up their car
— and who can blame them? It's not
very much fun romancing a girl on your
bicycle, or hers.




United States Industrial Council
TODAY'S TOPIC: 'Lifetime' Gimmickry
The people who brought us foxl
stamps (at a cost to the taxpayerki
more than 85 billion a year), are ride
toying with the idea of energy stamps
If the maximum welfare state is :o
hand out food stamps and energy
stamps, why not stamps for tran-
sportation, clothing, and recreation'
Costly gimmicks of this nature insdlt
the intelligence of the American peep.*
and worsen the lot of self-reliant
citizens. Because inflation has boosted
costs for many goods and services is na
reason for devising new federal ha-is
douts in the guise of "stamps."
Unfortunately, the liberals its
Congress come up with new gimmick!!
all the time. One of the latest -
corporated, like the energy stamps, a a -
new bill introduced by U. S. Rep. John
B. Dingell of Michigan — is the
"lifeline" electric power plan. The
"lifeline" provision would require-
utilities to supply electricity in sub-
sistence quantities for lighting and
refrigeration in households at the
lowest rates. The "subsistence quan-
tity" would be determined by'
regulatory authority.
The Washington Post, reporting :41
the bill which contains this provision,
says it would establish unprecedented
federal control over the production and
sale of electricity.
The "lifeline" plan, of course. :s
simply another federal handout or
subsidy. Like other subsidies, it wou.d
have to be paid for by citizens Wh0
aren't handout hounds.
Liberal politicians always are trying
to sell the notion that something can be
obtained for nothing. That's impossible.
If politicians create a privileged class
of handout recipients, eligible for
"enery stamps" or "lifeline" rates, the
cost of the giveaway power will have to
be borne by other users of electricity.
The way to reduce electric power
rates is to increase domestic production
of coal and nuclear energy. But the
same politicians who promote
giveaways of electricity, food stamps,
etc., are in the vanguard of the fight
against nuclear power plant con-
struction and the opening of new coal
mines.
This resistance to energy develop-
ment is what will really hurt poorer
citizens in the long run, for it will d-ve
up the cost of electrical energy.
Dr. Petr Beckmann, professor of
electrical engineering at the University
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of Colorado, recently touched on this in
a report "Energy Opportunities"
published by the United States
Industrial Council. He said:
"I see the energy crisis as a purely
political, economic, ideological one.
There is very little technological dif-
ficulty involved. There is no shortage of
energy, obviously, since we have
several hundred years' supply of coal,
by the lowest estimates of the
American Geological, Society. We have
one hundred billion barrels of oil in the
Continental Shelf; the sun is going to
shine for at least five hundred million
more years; if uranium is used in
breeders, we have at least two cen-
turies' supply of uranium, and two
thousand years' supply of thorium —
obviously, the crisis is not geological or
technological; rather, it's economic
and political."
In ale long run, the pro-subsidy
politicians can't ease the lot of poorer
citizens by legislatively mandating
electric power prices. If legislative
mandates were a cure-all, the people of
Great Britain, with their socialist
government, would .be enjoying all
manner of benefits.
The only way to get lower electric
power rates is by letting the free
market system work, by utilizing ad-
vanced technology to the fullest, and by
refraining from fastening more and
more subsidies on productive, tax-
paying citizens.
The energy stamp advocates and
"lifeliners" are shoving this country
into a blind alley.
Copley News Service
10 Years Ago
Army Specialist Five Charles J. Ellis
is serving with his transportation
company unit in Saigon, Vietnam.
Deaths reported include Miss Stella
May Haley and Dowdy Wall.
Murray High School placed sixth in
the 18th Western Kentucky Conference
Track Meet held at Fort Campbell.
Eleven teams took part in the meet.
Cathy Harris and Judy Kelso of
Calloway County High School were
elected as officers of the Kentucky
Lake District Future Homemakers of
America at the meeting held at
Livingston Central High School.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Jimmy Garland on May 6.
20 Years Ago
Dr. H. C. Chiles, pastor of the First
Baptist Church, Murray, will be
honored at the commencement exer-
cises at Georgetown College on May 25
when he will be awarded an honorary
degree of Doctor of Divinity.
U. Col. Jesse D. Jackson will become
head of the ROTC Unit at Murray State
College in June.
The Kentucky Lake Airport has been
paved and now has the airway com-
pletely paved. A special celebration
will be held there May 13.
Dr. B. J. Tillman spoke on "Hands
Across the Sea" at the May Fellowship
Day program by the United Church
Women held at First Christian Church
on May 4.
The children of the late Mr. and Mrs.
J. E. Tucker met on May 6 for a reunion
at the home of Mr. and Mrs. R. C.
Moore.
Bible Thought
The mouth of the righteous speak-
eth isiidom, and his tongue talketh
of judgment. Psalm 37:30.
We reveal who we are and what
we believe by the things we say.
illEARTLiNE
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problem-
s—fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 8514 N.
Main St., Dayton, Ohio 45415. Senior
citizens will receive prompt replies.
The most useful replies will be printed
in this column.
Heartline. I have been reading your
column for two years now and I am a
great admirer of your organization. I
have seen in the past where you have
voiced your opinion on aspects of the
Social Security program. I have
something that I would like to say in
regards to Social Security. Would you
help me get this opinion out in the
open?—T.J.
Answer: Heartline can help you
because we have started a "Speak Out"
section in our column. This is for people
like yourself who want to voice their
opinion on any subject they may have
strong feelings about. Due to a lack of
space, all letters will not be printed. But
for those that are, the person's name
and town will also be used. Anyone who
would like to see an opinion of theirs put
in our column may write to: Heartline-
Speak Out, 8514 N. Main St., Dayton,
Ohio 45415.
Heartline: I have heard that there
was a bill passed by the House of
Representatives to change the black
lung program. Can you tell me anything
about this? F. C.
Answer: H R 10760 was passed by the
House of Representatives on March 2,
1976. This will make black lung disease
benefits easier to obtain and will shift
the responsibility for payment of future
benefit claims from the federal
government to the coal industry.
This bill would automatically pay
black lung benefits to any miner who
had worked 30 years in an underground
bituminous coal mine or 25 years in an
underground anthracite coal mine.
In addition, the bill would establish
an industry-financed trust fund to pay
benefits for miners who had filed
claims after December 31, 1973. Claims
filed before that period were financed
by the government.
Among the chief sponsors of this bill
was John H. Dent, 0-Pa., and it was
strongly backed by the United Mine
Workers. The bill must now go to the
Senate and the President before it
becomes taw.
For your free list of governmental
pamphlets that are helpful to senior - -
citizens, send for "20 Vital Free
Government Pamphlets." Address a
long envelope to yourself, put 13 cents
postage on it and enclose it in an ea-
velope addressed to HEARTLINE, Box.
4994, Des Moines, Iowa 50306.
For a personal reply to your
questions to HEARTLINE, please
enclose a stamped, self-addressed
envelope.
Letter To The Editor .
Open Well Causes Concern
Dear Editor:
I would lite to repoka, a hazard. A
neighbor and I went for a walk this
morning. We walked west on Duiguid
Road and came to North 16th Street.
Just where Duiguid Road goes into
16th, across the street, Is an old house
place, and the yard has just been
mowed. There is an old well with the
curbing about five or six inches above
the ground and it is uncovered and is
dangerous,
We have several lovely children here
at Murray Manor and many senior
citizens. And we all go for walks and
that old well is dangerous and should be
filled or covered.
I don't know who owns the land but I




Let's Stay Well Research Progress
In Syphilis Vaccine
Researchers have arnotriceri
sigrsficant pmgress toward the
preparation of a vat-vine against
sYptulis (toes)
about 70 years ago. it resisted
countless efforts to grow' it ai
laboratory test tubes. a step
nizarded a.s essential in the sir-
cessful development of a vac-
cine
investigator Ronald Janes and
his oolleague.s at the Medical
Research Institute of the Flcrida
Irraitute of Technology claim
they. have in-own cultures of Tre-
prinema Pallid urn for the first
time outside an animal or
human body They reported
their successful laboratory
cuhuring in a rerent male of the
British Journal of Venereal Ihs
eases
The researchers have been
able to preaerve the slimy outer
cooing of the spirochetes, which
appears to carry the sutstances
By F.J.L Blasingarne, MI)
which produce syphilis
Spirochetes without this outer
layer are harmless A vaccine of
the coated organisms was in-
jected in rabbits These were
given later large dcses of live -
and showed resistance and less
severe infections than
unprotected rabbits. indicating
an increased immunity Tests
will be male next on chirn-
parvees and later in three or
four years. on humans
According to die VS Public
Health Service. reported new
cases of syphilis total aperox-
imately 25,0(X) annually the ac-
tual number likely hetng con-
siderably higher While
penicillin cures early syphilis,
many victims go untreated
When the infection becomes gen
eralued. it damages the brain.
heart. live. hones and other
pails of the body, often hringng
on chronic disability and. death
- •
Since syphilis is almost always
transmitted ttrnugh intimate ex-
posure during sexual inter-
course, prevention through vac-
cruation 4yould he. by far the
preferred method to control the
mread !If ths treocherous dis-
ease
Q Mr 11W warts to turw if
he is exceptional because he gets
a morning-after headache front
drinking alcohol even small
amounts
A Alcohol +ethanol is a toxic
chemical for every person Some
Carl handle larger amounts bet
ter than other pervrits if you
have been staying with me brm
of alcohol try arnther for ex
ample, switch to Scotch if you
have teen drinking bourbon
Some of the by p-oducts for ex
ample acetyldehyde! may he
producing some of vnur
symptoms. amt. they could he
Blaiangame
higher in the lipor you are
drinking You may find it
necessary to reduce further the
quantity you drink at one time or
to stop drinking alcoholic
beverages completely
Q Ms AM asks whether
women have proportionally
more fat in their bodies than do
men
A On the average. women ca
rry proportionately more fat
than do men According to the
institute of Health Research in
San Francisco women average
25 per cent fat and 22 per cent
muscle, while men average 15
per ivni fat and 40 per Ceti Mkes-
de Fat Ls of Lighter derisay than
muscle this gives the aver-age
woman an ads antage in swim-
ming hecaiso hiloved up
proportionate+. mitre by the
water
"091t`., l'Ainiday Mat !l„.% 1'4/6 PAGES TR( A
--4— 
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WHO WON IT? - Its neck and neck at the finish line but Doug Irvin (left) of Hopkinsville won the 440- yard dash over Brad
Williford of Bowling Green. Both were timed in outstanding efforts of 49.6. In lone three, heading toward the line, is Todd
Harrison of Murray High who took third in the race with a 51.9
iledger L Times Staff Photos)
Red Sox Have No More
Panic Buttons To Push
By HERSCHEL N1SSENSON
AP Sports Writer
There's no panic in Boston
... perhaps because Manager
Darrell Johnson of the Red
Sox has no buttons left to push.
"There's not much we can
do with our line-up with three




The Murray High boys'
tennis team ran its record to 5-
(1 on the season by defeating
host Caldwell County 7-0
Friday.
Five singles matches and
two doubles matches were
held.
In the singles, Mel Purcell
wan at number one by
crushing Curtis Brown 8-1
while at number two, Kim
Trevathan blanked Sean
Mestan 8-0.
At the number three spot,
Brad Boone won 8-2 over
Michael Brown while at
number four, Kevin Ray
slammed Ben House 8-1. The
fifth singles match found
Mark Homra winning 8-1 over
Ricky Tosh.
In the doubles, Purcell-
Trevathan won 8-1 over
Brown-Brown while at
number two, Boone-Ray won
8-2 over Mestan-House.
The Tigers will host
Mayfield today and Lone Oak
Tuesday before playing at
Marshall County Thursday.
Sunday after the defending
American League " champs
saw their losing streak reich
nine in a row — longest since
1963 — with a 6-5 come-from-
ahead loss to the Texas
Rangers.
With center fielder Fred
Lynn, shortstop Rick Burleson
and third baseman Rico
PetroCelli all sidelined, the
Red Sox bore little resem-
blance to the club that took
Cincinnati to seven games in
the 1975 World Seies before
losing on a bloop single in the
ninth inning.
Eliewhere, the Oakland A's
nipped the New York Yankees
and ex-teammate Catfish
Hunter 4-3 in 12 innings, the
Minnesota Twins downed the
Milwaukee Brewers 6-4, the
Chicago White Sox held on to
defeat the Detroit Tigers 4-2
for Wilbur Wood after the
pitcher was struck by a line
drive and suffered a broken
left kneecap, the Kansas City
Royals trimmed the
Baltimore Orioles 7-4 andihe
California Angels edged the
Cleveland Indians 3-2.
Seven of the setbacks in
Boston's losing streak — the
lastplace Red Sox are 81/2
games out of first — have
come at the hands of the
Rangers, whose eight-game
winning string is a club
record.
This time, the Rangers
rallied for two runs in the
eighth inning on a walk,
singles by Jim Sundberg and
Juan Beniquez and second
IOrnamental Storm Door
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baseman Denny Doyle's
throwing error on a potential
double play ball, Boston's
third miscue of the game. The
Red Sox had an early 4-0 lead
as Cecil Cooper and Jim Rice
homered.
"No panic," Johnson in-
sisted. "We have to keep going
Out there with confidence. If
you think bad things, you're
going to get beat. I think one
win will make all the dif-
ference to this ballclub.!.'
A's 4, Yankees 3
Bert Campaneris' sacrifice
fly in the 12th inruning scored
Sal Bando as the A's defeated
Hunter behind Paul Lind-
blad's brilliant seven-inning
one-hit relief stint.
Billy Williams homered for
Oakland while Minison had a
two-run double for New York,
which saw its five-game
winning streak snapped.
Twins 6, Brwers 4
The Twins snapped a tie
with two runs in the eighth
inning on rookie Butch
Wynegar's triple, an in-
tentional walk and a passed





ace Ed Rodriguez to earn the
triumph. Campbell pitched
four innings, allowing just two
hits and striking out six.
White Sox 4, Tigers 2
Wood, only pitcher in White
Sox history to win 20 games
four years in a row, blanked
Detroit on three hits for 5 2-3
innings before he was hit by
Ron LeFlore's line drive. The
fractured kneecap may
sideline him for the rest of the
season.
Richards said he is con-
sidering replacing Wood with
any of four pitchers — Pete
Vuckovich, Jesse Jefferson,
Francisco Barrios or Dave
Hamilton.
Royals 7, Orioles -4
Bob Stinson and Frank
White drove in two runs apiece
as the Royab scored five
times in the third inning and to
defeat Jim Palmer and record
their sixth victory in seven
games. Singles by George
Brett and Al Cowens around a
walk to Hal McRae got the
first run home. Stinson
doubled for two more and
White's two-run single, after
an error by third baseman
Brooks Robinson, finished
Palmer.
Angels 3, Indians 2
Ex-Indian Rusty Torres
cracked a tivo-run triple off
Dave LaRoche to cap a three-
run eighth inning rally.
Meanwhile, Frank Tanana
fired a three-hitter and struck
out eight for his first victory
since April 19, allowing only
one hit after Doug Howard's




S.C. — South Africa's Sally
Little won the first Women's
International Golf Tour-
nament by one stroke over Jan
Stephenson of Australia.
Faltering Nuggets One Game
Away Frowleing Eliminated





anything except that we can
get down 3-1 in the playoffs,"
says Coach Larry Brown.
The reeling Nuggets found











• HEAVY DUTY HINGES
• SAFETY CHAIN
• KEY LOCK
- HAMMER FINISH DOOR
HANDLE .
• GENUINE CAST IRON
ORNAMENTATION
• DOORS HAVE r s 2" 5101
FRAMES
• SATIN BLACK FINISH
:mew.
THIS IS ONE OF 8 STRIKING DESIGNS NOW AVAILABLE AT
MYERS LUMBER COMPANY
( all The Lumber Number 247-6800"
Broadway At The Railroad-Mayfield
position today against the
confident, surging New York
Nets as they prepared for
Tuesday night's fifth game of
the bestof-seven cham-
pionship series. The Nuggets
beat New York in all nine
regular-season games at
McNichols Arena before
splitting the first two games of
this series. If the Nuggets win
Game Five, the teams will
return to the Nassau Coliseum
in Uniondale, N.Y., Thursday
night for the sixth game.
The Nets, led by Julius
Erving's 34 points and helped
by John Williamson's 24,
Good Starr
LEXINGTON, Ky. (API —
The trotting champion of the
recent Louisville Downs
meeting, Oralee, is off to a
good start at the Red Mile in
Lexington, where racing
resumes Tuesday night.
The 7-year-old daughter of
Demon Rum held off a late
charge by Adorable Countess
to win the Red Mile's $2,000
Jolly Lane Farm Invitational
Saturday night.
Oralee, trained and driven
by Herman Foist, covered the
mile in 205 and paid $7, $3.60
and $2.60 as she won for the
seventh time in 12 outings this
year.
GOLF
DALLAS — Mark Hayes
fired a final-round two-under-
oar 69 to take a two-stroke
victory over Don Ries in the
Byron Nelson Golf Classic.
Brian Taylor's 23 and Jim
Eakins' 17., whipped the
1Nuggets 12-112 Saturday
night, moving within one
victory of clinching their
second league title in three
years.
The loss was more one-sided
than the score indicated — the
Nets led by as many as 19
points before Denver closed
the gap in the closing minutes.
And it left the Nuggets — the
only ABA team ever to win 60
games two seasons in a row —
bewildered and questioning
their own ability.
"I thought we lost our poise
in the second half," said
Brown. "We also took bad
shots and turned the ball over
without purpose. Our foul
shooting was awful (20-for-35
and we had individual break-
downs all over the place. It
was just a disaster. Once we
broke down, there was just a
lot of wishing and hoping."
"We didn't play very well
defensively," said rookie star
David Thompson, who scored
23 points. "We lacked a little
concentration. But now that
we're down 3-1, maybe we'll
start concentrating more."
We know we're not playing
as well as we can," said
Denver's Bobby Jones. "We
can win at home, though."
"Stopping Julius is one
thing," said Dan Issel, the
Nuggets' leader with 26 points
and 15 rebounds. "But we
can't let EakinS and
Williamson have games like
they've been having "
Richardsonl-ligh Jumps 6-4 Atter Meet
Tigers Place Fourth In
Conference Track Meet
Richie Richardson met Flip
Martin Saturday afternoon.
Better late than never.
Richardson, a 540 Murray
High junior high jumper, had
just finished taking third place
in the high jump with an effort
of 6-0 in the WKC Meet held in
Stewart Stadium.
Then he met the Flipper,
who a year ago, shattered the
Ohio Valley Conference
record by going over 7-0%.
Martin showed Richardson
a couple of things about
technique. Richardson tried
the new technique and he
wound up jumping 6-4 on three
consecutive jumps, a fact that
is almost unbelievable. His
previous personal best had
been 6-1.
With the outstanding effort,
Richardson establishes
himself as one of the favorites
in the Class A Regional Track
Meet which will begin Wed-
nesday with the trials at Fort
Campbell. The finals are set to
begin Friday.
As a team Saturday, the
Tigers finished a strong fourth
out of a total of 13. And besides
Richardson, there were
several other members of the
team who could very well win
at the Regional and wind up
with a trip to the State Track
Meet.
Hopkinsville won the team
title with 35 points while arch-
rival Christian County was
second with 94. Other team
scores included: Bowling
Green 80, Murray High 62,
Russellville 52, Marshall
County 47, Fort Campbell 44,
Trigg County n, Ballard
Memorial 18, Mayfield 8,
Fulton City —4, Crittenden
County 2 and Lone Oak 2.
Sprinter Randy Orr had an
outstanding day for the
Tigers. The junior speedster
recorded a personal best of
22.9 in winning his qualifying




Johnny Bench was scheduled
to fly to Cincinnati today to
undergo an examination on his
right knee which has bothered
him for two weeks.
"I could catch," said Bench,
"but there's no sense
aggravating it and having it
linger for a long time."
The pain is in the inside of
the knee where two ligaments
join, He saw only limited
action in the Reds' recent
three-game series at Chicago.
BASKETBALL
NEW YORK — Center
Alvan Adams of the Phoenix





Gar. L, Kramp, Murray
State University junior from
Indialantic, Fla., has been
named to the. All-American
rifle team, -chosen by the
National Rifle Association.
'Cramp has been a member
of the Murray State ROTC
rifle team for three seasons
aro' its top marksman the last
two seasons. In 14 matches
this year, he averaged 281
points out of a possible 300.
This ranked him as the ninth-
best individual college
marksman in the United
States. The Murray State
team was ranked sixth in the
nation.
Murray won four of its
matches last season and
finished in the top three in the
rest of them. The team won
the Kansas State "Turkey
Shoot"; perhaps the most
prestigious meet conducted in
the country each year, edging
out Texas Christian fox the
title. Texas Christian was
ranked the top team in the
country. However, TCU
ranked only 10 points higher
than Murray in the standing.
Other teams ranked ahead of
Murray were West Virginia,
East Tennessee, North
Carolina State, and Tennessee
Tech.-East Tennessee, Tech,
and Murray, all members of
the Ohio Valley athletic
conference, ranked one-two-
thrt.e in the West- Point
Invitational match, perhaps
the second-most prestigious
match in the country.
Kramp, the fifth All-
American marksman from
Murray State, is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Kramp,
formerly of Indialantic but
who now live in Seattle.
Wins Race
CLEVELAND (AP) — Paul
Talkington, a Canton, Ohio,
school teacher, won the
Hudson-to-Cleveland
marathon Sunday and got
another chance to qualify for
the Olympic games.
Talkington, 29, led 209
runners to the finish in the
marathon, covering the 26
miles and 385 yards in 2 hours,
n minutes, 4 seconds. Felix
Rendina of Willoughby was
second in 2:28:20, followed by





stair Jimmy Dan Conner
swapped his sneaks for spikes
and tied Steve Cox for the
Bourbon Open golf title.
even-par 70 Sunday, with
nines of 35-35. Cox, of
Hodgenville, had opened the
tourney on Friday with his
round of 70.
The two topped the field of
'-' amateurs.
He won a national sectional
shooting title at Murray when
he was a senior in high school
in 1973 and was the second
junior marksman in the
national championships in
Ohio.
Coach of the Murray State
rifle team is Sgt. Howard









Montreal 4, Philadeiphlei 3








New England 4, Houston
New England leads best of sev
en series 2-1
Tuesday, May 11
Houston at New England
Softball Meeting
Set For Tuesday
There will be an
organizational meeting for the
Little Girls' Summer Softball
League at 7:30 p.m. Tuesday
at the City Hall.
All parents and persons
interested in coaching are
urged to attend.
The Little Girls' League is
for girls ages seven through
15.
In the finals of the 220, Orr
posted another personal best
of 22.5 and placed in third.
Orr had a personal best of
10.0 in the 100-yard dash and
placed second. Including the
two preliminaries, Orr ran in
a total of five races.
Senior sprinter Todd
Harrison had a 51.9 to take
third in the 440-yard dash.
Doug Irvan of Hopkinsville
and Brad Williford of Bowling
Green placed first and second
respectively with superb
times of 49.6.
Junior Bill McHugh, who
never ran the 880-yard run
before this season, earned a
sixth place finish with a 2:08.0.
In the relays, the Tiger mile-
relay team finished fifth in
3:43.6 while the freshman 880-
relay team placed third in a
1:39.3.
Besides Richardson's third
place in the high jump, the
Tigers also had several other
fine performances in the field
events.
Tim Lane took fourth with a
toss of 44-3 3/4 in the shot put
while teammate Tony Boone
was sixth with a 43-114.
In the pole vault, Bill
McHugh had a career per-
sonal best by clearing 11-0 for
third place.
Lane placed second in the
discus with a personal best of
121-10.
In the meet Saturday, the
Tigers were the top Class A
team and with the per-
formance, could rate as one of
the favorites for the team title
in the Regional meet.
Cage Playoffs
At A Glance





BOSlon 94, Cleveland 89, 13(Js
ton leads series 2-0.
Phoenix 133, Golden Sate







New York 121, Denver 1)2,
New York leads series 3•1
Tuesday, May 11
New York at Denver
VIMPIrriatirmAr
HIGH GEAR Mike Hibbard kicks it inte high gear coming
off the last turn and down the homestretch in the 88 yard
freshman relay. The Tigers fresh relay team finished third
with a fine time of 1:39.3
riti;xlier.:7
4 .4. #
<I < scholl Itoundabouts...
ifeedom for tke
jelawle loot.
No more pinching or cramping.
Scholl Roundabouts are nat,
utally rounded to give your
toes plenty of room— _
in a variety of great














Paducah Mall, Paducah, Ky. Olympic Plaza, Murray, Ky.
Remember this date. . .
Wednesday, May 12th
Visit Conrad's in the
Paducah Mall
THE WINNER OF THE FREE
LOWREY ORGAN
will be announced at 9 p. m.
Other Free Prizes Plus Door Prizes
Also Enjoy A
MINI CONCERT
Presented by Mr. Lanny Davis
(Mr Davis. our Lowrey Representative
will be playing -Our" Favorite Tunes
From 8 30 til 9 p m. on this grand occasion
Bring Your Family and Friends




















































ROUGH LANDING Michael Skinner of Murray Nigh hod a tough landing in the tripie lump
Skinner, who failed to place in the event, come up with a th+rd n the long jump with a leap oE 22
O.
Cowens Gives Lambert Tough
Playoff Welcome By Cowens
By The Associated Press
Welcome -tif the Nattifinkt
Basketball Association
playoffs, John Lambert!
Dave Cowens, the Boston
Celtics' superstar, went to
work on Lambert,a, lightly-
tested rookie, late irfthe fourth
quarter Sunday and suddenly
the Cleveland Cavaliers were
mit of the ball game. The
Celtics wound up with a 94-89
victory and a 2-0 advantage in
the bestof-seven Eastern
Conference final series which
resumes at Cleveland
Tuesday night.
In the Western final,
veteran Keith Erickson scored
eight'points - hr-the second
overtime to earn the Phoenix
Suns a 133-129 triumph over
the Golden State Warriors.
Their series is tied at two
games apiece with the next
game set for Wednesday at
Oakland.
Lambert, a 6-foot-10 No. 1
draft choice from Southern
California who averaged six
minutes a game during the
regular season, entered the
game when Cleveland center
Nate Thurmond fouled out
with 7:36 remaining. Thur-
mond was playing for Jim
GOOD DAY - It was a very good day for junior sprinter Ran-
dy Orr of the Tigers Here, Orr crosses in first place in the
preliminaries of the 220-yard dash. Orr took second in the 100-
yard dash with a personal best of 10.0 and in the 220 finals,
Orr was fourth with a career best of 22.5.
On the lip of an island .. rdo) tow ott, uwt
of Mexico for sunni% ping, sailing a, 'Ishing. Your
tropical resort also one -, Ie IS. pools with c- -,••, bar, dining,
dancing entertainment, shops, services and di..r• ; views from
the fop
You're in the center of Florida's most popular attractions.
including Disney World. Cypress Gardens, Ringling Museums,
Busch Gardens, Silver Springs and Week: Wachee And you're
surrounded by some of the finest restaurants. stores, golf
courses and other recreation found anywhere Special summer
rates, with children under 18 tree when sharing same room
with parents. make yaur vacation here a magnificent value'
RESERVATIONS TOLLFREE800-325-3535 OR CALL '
YOUR TRAVEL AGENT
Or write tor color brochure sheraton
Sand Key Hotel
SI44 RI14N .0TE ISa. 16404011 INNS VVOP1 I4+ "If
r, 4, F14), I 4 FINNATF RF A,44 FL OMR* VISI 5 /111I,o, •
Chones, the Cavs' regular
center who is sidelined with a
broken toe.
Boston, which had led for
the first time since early in the
second period 74-73, then
reeled off seven straight
points for an 81-73 lead with
Cowens hitting five points and
feeding John Havlicek for the
other two.
Jo Jo White, who led a third-
quarter rally, paced Boston
with 24 points. Havlicek added-
20 points, Charlie Scott 16 and
Cowens 15 while Paul Silas
grabbed 20 rebounds. Dick
Snyder and Bobby Smith each
scored 16 points to top
Cleveland.
Cleveland Coach Bill Fitch
said, "This series is far from
over. I think we can come
back here even up. I haven't
canceled any hotel reser-
vations in Boston yet."
In the Western playoff,
Erickson's goal put Phoenix
into the first overtime with
two seconds left in regulation
play. Then Ricky Sobers
scored two free throws for
Phoenix with two seconds to
play in the first overtime,
sending the game into a
second extra session.
Erickson, who led the-Suns
over Golden State with 28
points, said: "They were
falling in. It was nice. It's now
two out of three and we can
beat them if we get hot for two
games."
Gar Heard scored 22 points
and had 18 ebounds for
Phoenix. Paul Smith of
defending champion Golden
State led all scorers with 30
points. Rick Barry, who fouled
out with 1:37 to go in the
second overtime and played
only eight minutes in the first
half because of foul trouble,
tallied 26 points for the
Warriors.
TOKYO (API -- Spanish
boxer Jose Duran arrived in
Tokyo today to challenge
champion Kiochi Wajima of
Japan for the World Boxing
Association junior mid-
dleweight title May 18.
Duran, the fourth-ranked
contender, was the former
European champion in the 154--
pound division.
Wajima is making his first,
defense since regaining the
title last Feb. 17 with a 15th-
round knockout of former
champion Yuh Gae Do of
South Korea.
GENERAL
CALDWELL, N.J. - Gus
I.anna, 61, a top tennis
referee, died of a heart attack
while playing a church benefit
tennis match.
WASHINGTON - Freddie
McLeod, a veteran golf pro,
died at the age of 94.
By MIKE COCHRAN
Associated Press Writer
DALLAS ( AP) - "It's been
a long time coming," said
Mark Hayes with a sigh, "but
this is the ,greatest thrill of my
life. I just hope it's going to be
easier to win next time."
If it were much easier it
would be illegal.
The lean, handsome young
Oklahoman, leading from
start to finish, blazed home
with a 69 Sunday and won the
$200,000 Byron Nelson Golf




Mew York15 6 714m
10 7 .588 3
Detroit 10 9 526 4
Cleveland 10 12
Basl:Triiomore 9 13 409 6'o
6 14 300
Westi






172 1 3 480 5
t caw 389 6½
. itornia Hi 16 385 7"2
Sunday's Results
cnicasio 4, Detroit 2
Texas 6, Boston 5
Kansas City 7, Baltimore 4
Minnesota 6, Milwaukee 4
California 3, Cleveland 2
Oakland 4, New York 3, 12 in.
flings
Monday's Games
Minnesota (Blyleven 2-2) a.
Kansas City (Spiltorff 2.3), n
Chicago (Gossage 1-2) at
Texas (Briles 3-1), n
California (Ryan 3-21 a! Oak






New York 18 10
Pitts 15 9






















Philadelphia 10, Los Angeles
3
Pittsburgh 5, Atlanta 2
San Diego 4, New York 0
San Francisco 4-0, montreai
2-8
Cincinnati 14, Chicago 2
Houston 10, St Louis 5
Monday's Game
Los Angeles (HOOlen 2-2





Any other year, Bobby Oliverb
would be drawing raves as alt
up-and-coming rookie with
highly promising future it
championship automobile
racing.
But this year, while the
crowds flock to the Vollstedt
garage just seven doors west
of his own at the IndianapoliS
Motor Speedway, Oliver*
spends a lot of time waiting,
trying not to get nervous.
The 29-year-old rookie,
defending champion- of Ukt
California
Association, has beenRacinl-
staged by Janet Guthni,
another rookie and the first
woman ever to enter the
Indianapolis 500.
"She deserves a lot of at-
tention," says Oliver°.
Classic almost in a breeze.
It was his first triumph after
four years on the tour.
He assaulted the par-71
Preston Trail golf course with
rounds of 66, 67 and 71 before
the closing 69 that left him 11
under par at 273 and two shots
ahead of runnerup Don Biet
"Next time," grinned
Hayes, 26, tucking a $40,000
check in his pocket, "I'm
goiag to come from behind
and win ... it's not much fun to
lead every day. I was so afraid
of losing that it was really bad
for me."
Bies banked $22,800 for his
,second-place finish that in-
cluded a closing 68 and a
vague threat during the
nationally televised windup to
the weather-plagued affair.
"i really thought if I shot a
67 or 68 today I'd have an
excellent chance of winning,"
said Bies, who actually never
challenged until a two-shot
swing with a couple of holes
remaining.
Hayes led Bies by three
shots as the.. final round
unreeled, and twin five-foot
birdie putts on the second and
third holes pretty much
discouraged any inspired
heroics from his challengers.
He rammed in a clutch 15-
footer for a scrambling par at
the fourth hole and concluded:
"That might have been the
turning point."
Masters champ Ray Floyd,
who once got within three
strokes of the leader, matched
Hayes' 69 and took third at 277,
seven under par and good for
$14,200.
Hale Irwin toured the 6,983-
yard, course in 68 to nail down
fourth place while ,Ben
Crenshaw added to his
grow* stature and bank
account with a 69-279 for fifth.
Despite a. sparkling eagle_
for the television cameras,
Jack Nicklaus, twice a winner
here, failed to mount a charge,
finishing with a par 71 for 281
and a tie for eighth.
Frustration also dogged
Arnold Palmer, whose 72
Sunday gave him a respec-
table 288 but a far cry from his
champagne days of
yesteryear







here: he is the first driver in
history to pass the entire
rookie test on the first day of
practice.
Olivero looked so good in
completing the first two
phases Saturday, at 160 miles
an hour, that U.S. Auto Club
officials allowed him to finish
the final two phases at 165.
"I had no ideal was the first
ever to do that," he said. "I'm
just glad we got it over."
Miss Guthrie, however, was
again thwarted in her attempt
to get onto the track for the
first time.
Borg Making Comeback
At Ripe Old Age Of 19
By DENNE H. FREEMAN
AP Sports Writer
DALLAS iAPi - It's not
many tennis players who have
to make a comeback at the
tender age of 19 but that's
what Bjorn Borg, the idol of
the teenage bule jean set, has
done.
Sweden's Borg, tagged by
his critics as something of a
choker in the clutch matches
because he plays so often he
has no stamina, captured the
World Championship of
Tennis title Sunday in his third
trip to the finals.
A runnerup to John
Newcombe of Australia in 1974
and Arthur Ashe in 1975, Borg
routed good friend Guillermo
Vilas of Argentina 1-6,6-1. 7-5,
6-1 for the $50,000 first place
prize.
"If my critics want to
continue to think I play too
much and can't win the big
ones, okay," the blond-haired
baseline bomber said stiffly.
"1 was very happy to win
because I had lost twice before
here. Of course being 19 isn't
the same as 17. My experience
helped."
Borg, who now has won
$137,000 this year, added the
WCT crown to an Italian Open,
a French Open and Davis Cup
triumphs.
Asked who the lady of his
choice was, 1w laughed: "I
don't have a lady. I think I'll
give it to Guillermo."
Hundreds of teenage girls
waited outside the interview
room hoping to be his lady of
choice.
A crowd of 9,251 fans in
Moody Coliseum began to buzz
after Borg dropped the first
set because of an obvious case
of the jitters.
Borg said, "I became more
patient after that and waited
for my chance to come to the
net off our long rallies."
The baseline duels with
Vilas in the 23/4-hour match
included one rally in which the
ball went over the net 85
times. Borg won the point and





There have been only 11
perfect games pitched in
major league baseball history.
No one expects either Brent
Strom or Jim Lonborg to be
No. 12 - especially Strom and
Lonborg.
"I don't expect to do it,"
said Philadelphia's Lonborg
after he pitched perfect
baseball for 6 1-3 innings
before settling for a 10-3
victory over the Los Angeles
Dodgers Sunday.
"You have to be lucky to
pitch a no-hitter against
anybody," said San Diego's
Brent Strom, who tossed
perfect baseball against the
New York Mets for 5 1-3 in-
nings, no-hit baseball for 6 1-3
innings and wound up with a 4-
0, two-hit shutout.
Elsewhere in the National
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn.
(AP) - Twelve-time cham-
pion Western Kentunky is
trying to make it 13 in a row
today and Tuesday in the Ohio
Valley Conference track meet
at Clarksville, Tenn.
Western . began . its
domination of the OVC track
scene in 1964 under coach Tom
Ecker and continued it under
Burth Oglesby and Jerry
Bean, who is now in his fifth
year.




contenders such as sprinter
Johnny Williams and
weightman Roger DeGeorges.
For the second day in a row.
mechanical problems kept her
racer in the garage until the
closing minutes of practice,
and her teammate, Dick
Skmon, managed just a few
laps before the 6 p.m. finish.
On Saturday, a bad clutch
hub kept the car in the garag,
most of the day. Then, when
Simon finally took it out, an oil
line broke. Sunday morning.
Simon managed just two laps
before coming in with a
burned piston.
"That's racing," the 38-
yearold Miss Guthrie
said. "I can't, really say
anything more than that."
The fastest of 18 drivers who
did make it out was 1974
winner Johnny Rutherford,
who posted a speed of 187.696
m.p.h.
Three-time winner A.J.
Foyt was just a shade slower
at 187.266.
Five others who topped 180
were 1973 champion Gordon
Johncock at 184.653, Tom
Sneva at 184.2, 1969 winner
Mario Andretti and Wally
Dallenbach, both at 183.936,





and Sunday, and again, on
May 72-23.
The 60th running of the
world's richest auto race will
be on Sunday, May 30.
League, the Pittsburgh
Pirates beat the Atlanta
Braved 5-2, the Houston Astros
pounded the St. Louis Car-
dinals 10-5, the Cincinnati
Reds crushed the Ehicago
Cubs 14-2 and the Montreal
Expos blanked the San
Francisco Giants 8-0 in the
second game of their
doubleheader after losing the
opener 4-2.
The first batter Lonborg
faced in the seventh inning
was tave Lopes, who slam-
med a screamer to the left-
center field wall. But Garry
Maddox tracked it down with
a tumbling grab.
Lonborg, 4-0, said Maddox's
sensational catch made him
think he was ready for im-
mortality.
"I got goose bumps," said
Lonborg of Maddox'
acrobatics. "I thought I could
go on to make the pitches
necessary to do the job."
But the next batter, Bill
Buckner, turned Lonborg into
a mere mortal again'. Buckner
hit the first pitch into the gap
in right-center field and it
eluded both center fielder
Maddox and 011ie Brown for a
double.
Meanwhile, Strom, a Met
castoff, had it all over Tom
Seaver, who usually makes
patsies out of the Padres,
beating them in 18 of 19
previous decisions.
---"My teammates told me I
was the sacrificial lamb,"
said Strom, who surrendered
a walk to Bud Harrelson in the
sixth, a single to Joe Torre in
the sixth and a single
Harrelson in the ninth.
Pirates 5, Braves 2
The Pirates, riding high
with six straight victories,
only have to flex their muscles
once a game to beat the
anemic Braves, who have now
dropped 13 straight games.
The Braves have had
trouble bunching runs in even
one inning.
Astros 10, Cards 5
Houston has three homers in
the past 10 games, all by Cliff
Johnson, who drove in three
runs with four hits to help beat
St. Louis.
-I was a little more relaxed
today," said Johnson, who
smacked his fourth homer of
the yetir.
Reds 14, Cubs 2
The Big Red Machine went
into overdrive Sunday,
unleashing seven hsrers And
21 hits to stearnroll Chicago.
Tony Perez slugged a pair of
homers and Ken Griffey
crashed his first major league
grand slam.
Giants 4-0, Expos 2-8
Steve Rogers pitched the
Expos' first complete game
and first shutout of the season,
tossing a two-hitter at the
Giants in the second game of
their doubleheader.
John Montefusco, 4-1, and
reliever Gary Lavelle, who
recorded his sixth save,
teamed together to stop the
Expos in the opener.
Two More Wins
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (API-
Louisville has pushed its
baseball record to 26-22 with
two victories over Cincinnati.
Louisville downed Cin-
cinnati 11-10 and 8-2 Sunday.
Loihsville's top slugger was
Chris Bouchee, who had sii
hits in seven- trips to the plate
and drove in three-cans.
Jim LaFountaln didn't
mate any headwayln-hisrace
for the NCAA home run
record. He punched out four















After 3 -Years of traN cl
research -study & teaching -
the request of many pail ients is
being fulfilled - 1 am hack in
the office for the full time
practice of Chiropractic.
Call
753-2962 Dr. Mary Broeritigttleyer
iiighutts 9-1 F,ant
12071
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Murray's fastest unloading facilities
Buyers of
CORN • SOYBEANS *WHEAT
Distributors Of
Wayne Feed DeKolb Seed Corn
K y. Registered and Certified
Soybean Seed
Direct teletype continually reports Chicago Board
of Trade and Prices of Corn, Soybeans and Wheat
FARMERS GRAIN
AND SEED CO.
Railroad Ave. Murray, Ky. 753-3404
Dan Boaz, Owner - Bobby Meador, Mgr.
"You've stopped raising
a son. You're building a
partner. Let us help:'
Jackson Purchase PCA
305 N 4th St
Murray, Ky. 753-5602
Sure, you depend on him a great deal now.
And in just a few years you'll regard him as a
full business associate.
With his new responsibilities will come new
ideas on how your operation can move
ahead. For assistance in financing this vital
growth, look to Production Credit.
Helping assure the future
of a farm family through
sound credit services is our
business.




Arnold Named June Vaccines May Have Cholera Outbreak
Dairy Month Chairman
Barney Arnold, Farm
Director for WHAS radio and
television, Louisville, has
been named June Dairy
Month Chairman by the
American Dairy Association
of Kentucky, a statewide
organization of dairy fanners.
Announcement v of Arnold's
,•".
Barney Arnold
appointment was made by
Glen Goebel, Taylorsville,
president of A.D.A. of Ken-
' •tucky.
As chairman, Arnold will
direct the month-long tribute
to the dairy industry, its
products, and the part it plays
in Kentucky's economy.
Also featured in the month-
long festivities will be Ken-
tucky State Dairy Princess
Sheila Greenwade, of Mt.
Sterling, who will be touring
the state on behalf of the dairy
industry. Miss Greenwade is a
Freshman at Eastern Ken-
tucky University.
As Farm Director for
WHAS, Barney Arnold has
harvested many awards for
agricultural reporting and
energetic support of farm-
related activities in Ken-
tuckiana. He has received the
National FFA Distinguished
Service Award, the National
Farm-City Award plus awards
from the Mid-South Fair,
Kentucky Farm Bureau ( 3
times), Kentucky 4-H, Indiana
Farmers Union, Kentucky and
Indiana Co-operative Council
and the exclusive Service to
Agriculture in Kentucky
Award from Gamma Sigma
Delta Agricultural Fraternity.










Case welcomes in spring with an explosion
of values in our low profile line-up!
Choose from five models, each with standard 12 speed synchromeshtransmission, hydrostatic power steering, differential lock, power takeoff and a three point hitch.
Rugged box section main frame construction. You won't find iton other comparably powered tractors. Combine this with low fuelconsumption, big drawbar power and low maintenance costs andyou have one of the best tractor values on the market!
Come on over and let's talk how Case can fit into your growingplans But hurry. the season is short. Take advantage of the CaseSpring Blast of Big Savings stop in today!
McKee!
Equipment Co., Inc.ESE
president and member of the
National Association of Farm
Broadcasters, a member of
the Indiana Farm Bureau and
National Grange and Alpha
Gamma Rho social fraternity.
Arnold joined WHAS in 1952
after doing extension radio
and TV work for Oklahoma
State University where he
majored in journalism and
economics and minored in
agriculture. He first became
interested in farm broad-
casting after graduation when
he was an information
specialist with the USDA War
Board and was later Farm
Director for KV00 in Tulsa,
Oklahoma.
Along with radio work and
daily farm news on TV 11's
MIDDAY NEWS, Arnold still
finds time for some farming
near Henryville, Indiana.
ATLANTA, Ga.—The use of
hog cholera vaccines, which is
outlawed in most states, may
have caused the recent hog
cholera outbreak in New
England, according to of-
ficials of the U.S. Department
of Agriculture (USDA).
Among states without such
laws are New Jersey and
Rhode Island, where hog
chbiera was found in late
February, and Mass-
achusetts, where the
latest disease episode was
notedintFe indrsteate shipment of cholera
raeal relyguMlatricohn's prohibit
vaccines and of vaccinated
hogs. Federal licenses to
produce hog cholera vaccine
were rescinded in 1971.
Deputy Administrator John
Hell of USDA's Animal and
Plant Health Inspection
Service (APHIS) says animal
health officials have evidence
that hog cholera vaccine was
being sold in the New England
l'ea.'t'r'e don't have all the facts
,.led down yet. We are
ood :uniing an investigation in
t.., area," Dr. Hejl said,
aiding: "I was shocked when
I learned that vaccines may
'have been used. The reason
When you have a "so- we stopped their ose more
many-cents-off" coupon, for than six years ago was
food items, don't put the Lbecause we knew that in some
; 
product it advertises in your !cases they could actually
grocery basket without corn- introduce hog cholera into a
paring prices, UK Extension herd. Also, vaccines mask
foods specialists recommend. infection, making it difficult to
Sometimes. even with Owl spot the disease before it has a
coupon discount, a particular chance to spread to other
herds.
Vaccines could jeopardize
the whole state-federal hog
cholera eradication cam-
paign. Their use could cause
continued outbreaks of this
A Consumer Tip
from Extension Specialists at
the UK College of Agriailture
brand may still be higher
priced than other brands of,
the same kind of product. B
sure the "cents-off" coupo
saves you money before usi
it, the specialists suggest. 1 elms swine disease, which
Try not to go food shop!' turn would delay
ping when you're hungry, t4 radication, threaten the pork
Extension food specialiszt supply of this country and cut
suggest. Studies have shown off potential export markets
that hungry shoppers are Lice-
ly to buy things they don't
need and spend more money
than planned.
for U.S. pork."
Dr. Hejl noted that exports
of fresh pork to Great Britain
had resumed. in April 1975,
when the United States had
been free of hog cholera
outbreaks longer than . 12
months. "We had a growing
market with the British," he
said, "and we were in-
vestigating other foreign
market possibilities. This
export market was shut off in
July 1975 when a hog cholera
outbreak occurred in Texas."
Vaccines were restricted as
part of the national program
to eradicate hog cholera in
mid-1969 because they were
causing extensive problems
and there was no need for
protection they might afford.
Considerable progress in
eliminating hog cholera has
been made since then, with
only five. isolated outbreaks of
the disease in the past two and
a half years.
Hog cholera is usually fatal












Hw y 941 Tractor 53.947 
farm animals and poses no
health hazard to humans.
Before the eradication
campaign started in 1962,
some 5,000 to 6,000 swine herds
were infected annually.
APHIS officials are urging
farmers not to use vaccine and
to check freezer lockers for
old supplies. They should
notify state or federal animal
health officialsirrunediately if
any hog cholera vaccines are
found. The vaccines will be
picked up and destroyed as a
means of eliminating this
potentially dangerous source
of costly outbreaks.
State and federal animal
health officials have
destroyed 15 infected and 30
exposed herds of swine—in-
volving more than 19,000
animals—to contain and
eliminate the latest infection.
Nealry $2.4 million in in-
demnities have been paid to
New England and New Jersey
farmers to help compensate
them for their losses.
Ag-safety Tip
The week of April 4, 1976,
has been designated Nation-
al Rural Health Week. Health
and safety are closely allied.
A regular medical checkup is
as important as proper oper-
ating procedures in a total








that won't hold back
your beans.
A cold, wet spell soon after soybeans
come up is enough stress tor your
crop to contend with. The last thing it
needs is added pressure from a
herbicide
Tolban has excellent crop tolerance,
even when it's cold and wet. So your
beans take the cold, wet weather
better.
Totban gives you consistent control
of most annual grasses. And some
broadleaf weeds.
See us about Tolban. Find out for
yourself how it can help your beans
start strong, and finish clean.
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Tractor Pull Results Listed
The new West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition
Center got its first initiation
April 8, 9, and 10 when the first
semi-annual tractor pull
sponsored _ by the Alpha._
Gamma Rho Fraternity got
underway when pullers from
Illinois, Indiana, Missouri,
Tennessee and Kentucky
arrived for the competition.
Thursday night a local farm
pull was held for non-
professionally pulled tractors.
Several home town boys took
home the honors.
Friday night the first indoor
Kentucky Sanctioned pull of
the year was held and a good
crowd was on hand to witness
the beginning of what will
surely become one of the main
attractions of the year for
Murray and the surrounding
area. The Otwell Sled
Association and Ruritan Club
of Otwell, Indiana provided
the sled and weight transfer
machine. Results of the








M-Farrnall, 440 Chrysler, 113'
Third Place, Ricky Hopkins,
Murray, Kentucky, F-30
Farmall, 4217t'hevy, 10711".
Fourth Place, Robert Elliot,
Mayfield, Kentucky, F-30





tucky, 450 International, Twin-
Chevy, thru pull










tucky, 55 Massey Harris, two-
427 Chevys, 187' 10".
Fifth Place, Bob Kollmeyer,
Farmington, Missouri. F-30
Farmall, 427 Chevy, 169'.
Sixth Place, Greg Clanton,
Obion, Tennessee, 55 Massey
Harris, Chevy powered, 168'
Sevneth Place, Mike Carter,
Franklin, Kentucky, F-30
Farmall, Chrysler Hemi, 152'
10".
Ohters competing were:
Garnett Frod, Wolf Lake, Ill.,
(Massey 44, 427 Chevy);
Larry Gorham, Franklin,





( Massey 55, 427 Hemi ); and
Stan Baker, Cadiz, Ky., (450
International-Chevy).
5,000 lb. Super Stock
First Place, James Ebelhar,
Morganfield, Kentucky, 460
International, 129' 11".
Second Place, Don Newbold,
Oblong, Illinois, 460 Inter-
national, 129' 1".
Third Place, Lamar Gruen
& Hope Walker, Greenville,






Finally. A dependable four-wheel drive small
enough to go just about anywhere, but big and
strong enough to take five of you along. Plus up to
5000 pounds of trailer and gear with an optional
towing package. The new International' Scout
Traveler. It makes all the great outdoors a real
family affair.
See your International Harvests,' Doaler.
Taylor Motors, Inc.
So. 4th St. 753-1372
Fourth Place, Dennis trophies. Winners were:
Gossett, Cave City, Kentucky, 7,000 lb. Super Stock
460 International, 109'3". First Place, Ernie Diggs,
Fifth Place, Roy Tallon, Paris, Tennessee,. D-21 Allis
Hayworth, Illinois, 560 Chalmers, 169' 1". .
International, 108' 10". . Walker-
Sixth Place, Lloyd Walker Gruen, Greenville, 'Illinois,
( Walker Bros.), Greenville, Oliver 88, 159' 7" ( driven by
Illinois, Oliver 88, 107' 9". John Youngernian I.
Seventh Place, Roger Cram,- - Third Place, Ronald Berry',
Hardyville, Kentucky, 4010 Hopkinsville, Kentucky, 4020
John Deere, 102' 3". John Deere, 143' 4" ( driven by
Eighth Place, John Welsey Hunt ).
Youngerman, Murray, Fourth Place, John
Kentucky,Oliver880, 93'9". Youngerman, Murray,
9,000 lb. Open Kentucky, Oliver 880, 129' 10".
(Stock Tractors vs. Modified) Fifth Place, Don Newbold,
First Place, Tommy Oblong, Illinois, 460 Inter-
Brewer, Bloomfield, Ken- national, 112'.
tucky, 55 Massey, 427 Chevy, Sixth Place, Lloyd Walker
190'. Walker Bros. ), Greenville,
Second Place, Donnie Illinois, 67' 7".
Alexander, Stanley, Ken- 9,000 lb, Super Stock
tucky, 450 International, Twin First Place, Millard
Chevy, 177' 8". Dukeman, Arthur, Illinois, G-
Third Place, Buddy Wilkins, 1000 Moline, Thru pull ( 166'
Rog-Rellville, Kentucky, 55 8" I.
Massey, two-427 Chevys, 173' Second Place, Randy
Crutcher, Paris, Tennessee,
Fourth Place, Sonny 1066 International, Thru pull
Crutcher, Paris, Tennessee, (163'l").
1066 International, 165' 1". Third Place, Bud Baird,
Fifth Place, Rogier Bros., Morganfield, Kentucky, 1206
Highland. Illinois, 1066 International, Thru Pull
International, 165'. 
(160').
Sixth Place, Bob Kollmeyer, Fourth Place, Dickie
Farmington, Mo., F-30 Far- Sullivan, Naylon, -Mo., 1066
mall, 127 Chevy, 161' 10". International,- Thni pull (157'
Seventh Place, Mark Rone, 7").
Stanley, Kentucky, F-30 Fifth Place, Claude
Farmall, 159 11". 
. Watkins, Sr., RobardS,
Other tractors crirnpeting---Kentucky, 4430 John Deere,
were: Danny Flood, Mayfield, Thru pull 154' 6").
Kentucky, 1066 International;, Sixth Place, Rogier Bros.,
Dickie Sullivan, Naylor, Highland, Illinois, 1066
Missouri, 1066 International; International, 197' 5".
Dennis Sctinitker, Hoyleton, Seventh Place, Danny
Illinois, 1256 International; Flood, Mayfield, Kentucky,
Bill Thalman, Hopkinsville,
Kentucky, MC Tank Engine
and Ernie Diggs, Paris,
Tennessee, Allis Chalmers D-
21.
12,000 lb. Super Stock





1066 International, 173' 4".
Third Place, Dickie
Sullivan, Naylor, Missouri,
1066 International, 172' 10".
Fourth Place, Millard




Kentucky, 4430 John Deere,
171' 2".
Sixth Place, Donald Kolb,
Evansville, Indiana, Allis
Chalmers 220, 162' 2".
Seventh Place, Chuck






Paris, Tennessee, D-21 Allis
Chalmers and R.E. Donald-
son, Nebo, Kentucky, Oliver
2255.
Saturday night, April 10, an
even larger crowd was
present to watch the big Super
Stock tractors pull for their
part of the 94,500 purse and
Johnnie Downs




Third Place, Terry San-
defur, Owensboro, Kentucky,
1466 International, 16411".
Fourth Place, Bill Fah, Oak
("rove, Kentucky, 1370 Case,
1519".
Fifth Place, Ronnie Bell,
"Cottage Grove, Tennessee,
1066 International, 69'.
All trophies for the pull were
awarded by Helen O'Nan,
Miss Murray State 1975, along
with a congratulatory kiss.
Miss O'Nan also entertained
the crowd at intermission by-
ding her unicycle across a
tightrope.
"Alpha Gamma Rho
Fraternity would like to say
'thank you' to everyone that
donated trophies and 'any
equipment that was needed to
make the pull a success and
also to everyone that came out
and supported them," a
spokesman said.
The Semi-Annual pull will
be held again in late fall along
with another local pull and
everyone is urged to come out






livestock dealer of Fancy
Farm, Ky., was fined 1100
Kentucky, 1066 International, upon pleading guilty to
192' 4". \ ;shipping eight cattle in-
Eighth Place, Chuck Shultz7 terstate to Arab, Ala
Nashville, Illinois, 125(' unaccompanied by a cer-
International, 192' 4". tificate or other approved
Ninth Place, Ernie Diggs. document, the U. S. Depar•
Paris, Tennessee, 0-21 Allis tment of Agriculture (USDA )
Chalmers, 1806". anounced.
15,000 lb. Super Stock Dr. P. Winnter,i5 district
Dukeman, Arthur, Illinois, G. Animal and Plant Health
USDA'sFirst Place, Millard veterinarian for
1000 Moline, 19910". Inspection Service in Ken-
Second Place, Dickie tucky, said the illegal ship-
Sullivan, Naylor, - Missoun ment occurred in July 1975_
Third Place, 
The Federal District Court at1066 International, 198' 9". '
sonny- crtg. Birmingham. Ala., levied the
cher, Paris, Tennessee, 1066 ifine following an april 8
International, 189' 2". 'hearing.
Fourth Place, Dale At the same hearing.
Harrison, Mayfield, Ker- charges were dismissed
tucky, 1066 International, 177
Fifth Place, R. E
Donaldson, Nebo, Kentucit
2255 Oliver, 172' 6".
Sixth Place, Denny
Schnitker, Hoyleton, Illinois
1256 International, (no pull
12.000 lb. Factory Stock
First Place, J. Fuqua _identifying individual
Springfield, Tennessee, 10fi animals-as *eV as consignee
International, 183'. and consignor-allow tracing
Second Place, Charles of cattle found exposed to
Outland, Murray, Kentuck:, brucellosis, tuberculosis and
1066 International, in' 5". certain other diseases.
against three Alabama men
who had been charged with
willfully making false entries
on stockyard receipts for this
shipment.
According to Dr. Winner,
rules requiring that cattle
shipped interstate be ac-




RALEIGH, N. C. - The
Flue-Cured Tobacco Advisory
Committee will meet Friday,
May 14, in Raleigh, N. C.,
according to the U. S.
Department of Agriculture.
Purpose of the meeting is to
provide the Secretary of
Agriculture with information
needed to equitably assign
tobacco inspectors to all
designated markets for flue-
cured tobacco. Under the
Tobacco Inspection Act,
tobacco must be officially
inspected in order to be sold at
auction on any designated
market.
The meeting will be held at 1
p. m. in the board room of the
Flue-Cured Tobacco
Stabilization Corporation, 522
Fayetteville St., Raleigh, N
C. 27602.
Notice of the meeting is
scheduled to appear in the
April 29 Federal Register. The
meeting is open to the public
It's an Ag-fact
It's an ag-fact. Soybeans,
which were used as food in
the Orient as early as 2838
B.C., didn't really ,catch on
„As a U.S. farm product until
WOrld War 11 brought on a
sharp increase in the demand
for margarine, derived
mainly from soybean oil.
Now, it's the third largest
crop, with nearly 1/2 billion





Too Much In Any Year?
If .you contribute more than the
maximum allowable in any year, a 6% tax
will be imposed on the excess contribution.
The tax will continue to be imposed until
you "undercontribute" in a later year.
Are My Contributions
Tax Deductible?
For Federal income tax purposes, con-
tributions to an IRA are fully deductible
from gross income up to the maximtun
allowed by law. You can deduct your con-
tribution even though you don't itemize
deductions.
We would like the opportunity to discuss with you





Tough on annual grasses.
Count on Basalin' " herbicide to free your soybean fields cot
crabgrass, barnyardgrass (watergrass), goosegrass, junglerice,
foxtail, Texas panicum (butfalograss, Coloradograss), fall
panicum, seedling johnsongrass_and other annual grasses
Basalin also controls these broadleaf weeds.: P_igweed
(carelessweed), lambsquarters, common purslane. Florida pusiey
and carpetweed
Gentle on soybeans.
Basalin is weather- and irrigation-proof.
Just spray it on and soil-incorporate
within 8 hours. Basalin doesn't need rain
to make it work. And heavy rains won't
leach it away.
You can apply Basalin herbicide from
as early as 8 weeks before planting,
rig,ht up to planting time. And you'll get
consistent control of annual grasses and





ICC Cherry Hoii Road
ParsoOpiry Plirw Arsily 07054
BASF
Sooner Or Later You'll Own International




as Elvin Crouse did. As your farming needs grow, your collection of International's will grow.
Mt Ational
Hwy„E Purchase Equipment Co. Phone 753-2215
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YOUR NEED is our
concern. NEEDLINE,
753-6333.
SAVE 631 on CB Radio
with Gyro-Lock and 23
channel operation.
Was 179 95 novrstm•
Montgomery Word
Catalog Sales
13:13 Chestnut . 753-1966
'Pius Tmespere••••
14E9', LOOK ! YOUR BROTHER
15 FLOAT1N6 OUT 10 SEA
ON THE PITCHER'S MOUND !






11415 CAP OFF MY
5 kOULPER
I JUST
OFT.AmEi, I WAS 11.41$
pAauLous RAJAH
















$169.95. 5 H.P. chain














5 lost And Found
LOST-REWARD for










Paris, Tenn. or call 901-





































Reduce %cite R. 644, wirrn,




YOL/ SHOULD UJA1, E TO
HIM.. qOU'LL PROBAElL4'
NEVER SEE HIM AGA
THAT'S THE FIRST
BUMPER CAR I'VE SEEN





























Must be able to
cook vegetables
1 and make pies.-
Apply in person at...
Rudy's
Restaurant -
15 Articles For Sale
TILLER SALE,' Gilson
model 51016 - $219.95,
model 51081 - $229.95.





 • Settee with two mat-












This is a permanent
position, offers excellent
pay and fringe benefits,
including company paid




need apply. Call Mr.
Gene Smith 502-753-4926
or send resume to
Vanderbilt Chemical








scts44•i• • se •6144064 yea
arlay of Laihel *elide 1*
dhow cal 1100-421 1214 Ask
foe Allem Packet a erne P 0
Sol 1071 ledionepolie oefiewe
46206.
An equal opporturuty employer

























for auto body repair in
local new car dealer-
ship. References
required. Call 753-8850
between 7:30 a.m. and
5:00 p.m. for ap-
pointment for interview.
12 Insurance







Post Office. Call 753-
3263.
Kenmore washer, ex-
cellent condition, _ Qfle
Tappan electric stove.




and Service, 500 Maple















14 Want To But
SET OF BUNK beds. Call
753-1775. ,
WANTED 9" or 10" table
saw. Prefer Craftsman












BE GENTLE, be kind, to
that expensive carpet,
clean with Blue Lustre.
Rent electric sham-
pooer. Rig K, Bel Air
Shopping Center.
COKE MACHINE used
very little, like new with













TWO WIDE front end
Avery tractors, 1 row -
with tools. Both f roni
$1,200. See at Duncans
Garage. Phone 753-9983.
FOR ALL YOUR FEN-
CING NEEDS. Call AAA
Fence Supply Cc., 1-444-
6865. Paducah, Ky.
HEAVY STEEL cattle








with 40 h.p. Johnson and
aluminum Barrentine
trailer. Ready to go.
$1150. Call 753-7846.
1971 RUNABOUT, NEW
back to back seats,
astro-turf all through 80
h.p. outboard. See at no.
7 Dill Trailer Ct.

















i-- Kelley s Termite8 Pest Control
100 South 13 Street
F hes Roaches






Plastic put under house.




REX'S ' WORM FARM,
Irvin Cobb Road, (High-
way '132t, red worms,
Canadian Night
Crawlers. Phone 436-
5894 after 5 p.m.
RIDING LAWN mower.
Murray 30. Can be seen
at 305 South 12th after
5:30 p.m.
USED ARVIN garden
tiller 3 h.p. good con-
dition. $80.00. Call 753-
5000 or 753-5595.
FOR SALE 14' Runabout
motor, trailer, skis,
$600.00. Chevy 250 Cu. in.
engine. $100.00. Call 753-
4469.
'GREAT VALUE on 8 Cu.
ft. compact chest
freezer.








and rebuilt. Call before
3, 753-9862.
CUSTOM MATTRESSES
made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.










new overhaul on motor.
Two couches that make
into single beds, ideal
for trailers. Small china
cabinet, 2 small desks
and chairs. Tables of all
sizes. Antiques,
glassware, electric
trolling motor and small
boat, miscellaneous.
Can see at 505 South 6th
Street.
WEED EATER, $29.95, to
$69.95. Spin Trim, $54.95.
Wallin Hardware, Paris,
Tenn.
BALER TWINE, 9,000 ft.






color 21" T.V. Good
condition. Large floor
clock. Call 753-7619.
27. Mobile Home Sales
WE BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call
442-1918 or 443-8226.
1971 KINGSWOOD 12 x 65
two bedroom, 2 bath,
central air and heat.
Call 489-2666 or 489-2348.
1972 .12 x 66 MOBILE
HOME, excellent
condition, 2 bedroom,
central air, washer and
dryer. Call 753-0900.
1959 MOBILE HOME on 2
lots in Croppie Hollow
Call 436-2505.
1968 VICEROY 12 z 60 2
bedroom, all electric,
fully furnished, washer
and dryer, air condition,
underpinning, 100 amp
service pole. $3,400. Call
474-2397 after 4 p.m




BTU to 5,000 BTU We
also buy used air con-
ditioners. DilT" Electric,
753-9104.
28 HeJtIv. & Cool,n,
AIR CONDITION sale,
Thomas A. Edison 10,000
BTU, $199.95. 17,000




ware across from Post
Office, Paris, Tenn,
29. Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOME, two
bedroom, all electric,












ONE 12160 trailer and one
10 x 55 trailer. See Mr.
and Mrs. B. B. Dill,
Murray Drive-In
Theatre entrance, or 413





31 Want To Rent
LOOKING for 2 bedroom
house with yard. No
pets. Please call 753-
9346.
WANT TO RENT house
outside of Murray. Call
753-1495.
WANT TO LEASE air
cured tobacco acreage.
Call 435-4592 or 436-5672.








































air, and vacuum. $200.00
month. Available now.








TESTED 1/2 and aq blood
Simmental and Maine-
Anjon bulls. All bulls
ready for service, also
1/2 blood Limousin and
Chianina cows with 3/4
blood calves at side.
Broadbent Farms,
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37. livestock Supplies
EIGHT YORKSHIRE
gilts for sale. Call 753-
4904.
THREE YEAR OLD 1300





1975 HONDA 400, four







753-0957 after 4 p.m.
WE1MARANER PUP-
PIES for sale. AKC






with 2 baths, central
heat and air, carpets,
built-ins in kitchen, one
with oversized 2 car
garage, 2 with 1 car
garage. Two have 1575
sq. ft. living area and
one with 1900 sq. ft.
Prices drasticly reduced
for quick sale, four





What's your 201 1015
Story Avenue in Murray
town, Good Buddy.
Three bedrooms, 1 'n
bath, brick home with
den, double carport, air
conditioning, and partial
carpeting. Well land-





10-4 on this one, Good
Buddy. Call 753-8080 or




BEDROOM house and 9




1222 for further details.
43. Real Estate
ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
Sycamore has seven
licensed and bonded
sales personnel to serve
you plus twenty years
exclusive real estate
experience. Call 753-1651
or come by our office.
We like to talk REAL
ESTATE.
55 ACRES, ONE MILE
North of Murray on the
Old Benton Road, just




with beautiful view of
lake. Phone KOP
PERUD REALTY, 753-
1222 for further details.
Accessible Yet Secluded
this fine 20 acre farm
with a 4 bedroom home
will be just right for
your family. There is a
creek that flows year
'around to provide water
for cattle or horses.
Farm could be used for
a hog operation. The
property is located on
the Tucker-Garland
Road about two miles
north of Ky. 121.
Immediate possession
John C. Neubauer Real
Estates, 505 Main S.,
Murray, 753-0101-7531 or
Bob Rodgers 753-7116.
44 lots For Sale
ACRE AND 1•4 located on
641 North. Call 753-8527.
46. Homes For Sale
FOR SALE by owner
lakefront cottage,
almost 2 acres. Phone





kitchen and living room,
bath and utility room,
electric heat or wood
stove, extra good well.
Also 2 7-10 acres with
smoke house and stable
with small pond, also
large block building
with concrete floor.
Could be used for extra
income. This building is
on nice corner lot
location. Call 474-2701.
HU: ),,11 111111 ) toff!
Bankroll Card
Punched Thi% Week
Jim Adams Food Liners
NO COVER CHARGE ANY TIME AT THE BARN
EXCEPT FOR SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS SUCH AS
ACE CANNON. BRENDA LEE, JACK STALCUP
EACH TUES. NIGHT LADIES NIGHT!
4. 479-3,36
••••••.......•  • •• ••••• •••
46. Names Fat Sale
oPEN DAll.‘ , South
Doran Road & West-















tot. For sale by owner.
Call 753-7853.
A LOT OF house for the



































•Muffler and brake service
209 S. 7th 753-1751




10 room frame home
with large lot near
University. Lots of
space and attractive
features for $22,500. Call
753-4045.
THREE BEDROOM









Sleeps six. Call 753-4904.
1972 YAMAHA 350 road
bike $325,00. Call 767-
2357.
1973 SL125 Honda. Dirt
bike. Good condition,
like new. Call 753-3583,
after 5.
1973 YAMAHA 100 LT3
dirt, street bike. Never
ridden in dirt. Like new.
90 mpg. 3000 miles, call
Steve 753-7717.












49. Used Cars & Trucks
1971 "Jeepster Com-
mando," V6, 4 wheel
drive, with hard top,
good condition. $1,975.
Call 753-7405 after 6 p.m.
Another View
"START TALKI NIG. 11-1E"e'RE 'A"flic
13ARE34RA WALTER A MILLION E31,0<9
A SAR."
49. Used Cars I. Trucks
1968 DATSUN station
wagon 510. Real good
condition. Call 753-6089.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1946 CHEVROLET
Pickup, flat bed with
sideboards Good
condition, sell cheap.
1968 CHEVY Impala, 2 Call 492-8374
door hardtop, air and
power. $375.00. Call 753-
1777.

















horn 9 a, m. to 5 p m
1910 LTD FORD, loaded,







needs work, make offer.






Best offer. Call 436-2378.
1973 VEGA GT. One
owner, $1400.00. Call 753-
2260.
1963 GACAME 500. 4






1975 AUDI 100LS, fully
equipped. Call Paris,
Tenn.. 901-6424640
1972 DATSUN 510 wagon,
automatic, air, rack,
roof, radial tires, 33,800
actual miles, extra nice.
Contact Jackie Cooper
weekdays 8-5, 753-1688,








Call 753-5827 or 753-9618.
mititY CARPET CARE
clean rugs of all kinds.




estimates. 24 hour an-
saverin g service, 500
Maple. 753-0359.
PAINTINISalr INTERIOR
and exterior by the hour
or job. Fee estimates
Call 753-443.
EXCELLENT BUY
In Walking distance of Robertson School and the
High School this home on quiet Lynnwood Court
is a great place to raise a family. Seven rooms,
three bedrooms, den, two baths, everything you





Don Tucker 753 1930 Chuck Shuffeit 753 1560
502 Maple 753-4342
DOZER a ORK - small
size ideai for leveling,
spreading backfilling.
Call 753-7370 or 753-4156.
JOHN HUTCHENS'
Plumbing and Electric.





dry, a, rk completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Norgan Con-
struction Co. Route 2,
Box 490A Paducah, Ky.




1, extrertAy good rates.
Call 753-1960.
PAINTING EXTERIOR,
interior. years of ex-
perience.By the job or









JUNK CARS picked up.










and dirt Call 437-4533.








home and industrial air
conditioning, and
refrigeration, plum bow








24 hour service, portable
and aluminum welding




When you need svpplles
equipment or Ilef•ICe tell at
Cleaning is what we know
best We hare steam cleaners
and other cleontnq equipment
tot rent of rt you prefer we




rocked and graded. Free
estimates. Septic tank
rock, rip-rap, decorated
rock, masonry and fill
sand. By load or ton.
Clifford Garrison, 753-
5429 after 4 p.m.
I SAVE 58 on 12 in. diag.
-black and white por-
table TV.
Was 107 95 no w 91 114'.
Montgomery Word
Catalog Sales





$2.00 per - hour Phis -
parts. Mower blades and
saws sharpened 94 E. to
280E. past saw mill road
across bridge first






and some yard work.
Call 753-1495.












Call 753-4124, South 4th











WILL BUSH HOG lots.
Call 753-1980, D. 0.
Parks.
JOHN IS NO LONGER
with Steely and ('lark.









vice. No job too small.














you pay only for
material used. Over 150
patterns, 15 per cent off
during month of May




Apply in person. Salary Open.
BOB COLE MOTORS
Wood St. Paris, Tenn.
Invitation
For Bids
Notice is hereby given that the Fiscal Court of
Calloway County, Kentucky, will accept bids on the
truck described below until 1:00 p.m., Monday, May
17, 1976, in the office of the Calloway County Court
Clerk, Courthouse, Murray, Kentucky. Each bid











760 x 16 tires
360 V-8 engine or its equivalent
The right is reserved to select the lowest and best




Thi• alphabetized page will run weekly -- clip it from
the paper and save for hands reference)
Hinnians Rentals
Wall paper steamer, lawn vacuum, wet or
dry vac., garden tools, carpet dry shampoo,
saws, furniture dollies, porto craine, auto

































If you do not receive















Call Betty Be_shoar for
appointment,
753-8841






















Bill Houghton, Rte 6,
Box 68
If it has an engine wre



























9 • • 9 p I.e.
and Than 9 • Ng to 10 p 91












after 5 p. m. or weeken-






Prices start at $386 00
Complete, floored,
ready to use
Large stock to chooem
from. Built to order
,
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Deaths and Funerals ,
Dan Hart's Funeral
Held On Saturday
Funeral services for Dan
Hart of Murray Route Four
were held Saturday at four
p.m. at the chapel of the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home with
Bro. Wendell Bloorningburg of
Henderson, Tenn., officiating.
The song service was by
singers from the Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ,
where Mr. Hart was a
member.
Active pallbearers were Hal
Allbritten, Bill Ed Hendon,
Eddie Huie, Tommy
Ernestberger, Ike Allbritte.n,
J. .W, Young. and Bobby R.
Wilson. Honorary pallbearers
were Leon Grogan, Cleo
Grogan, J. B. Wilson, D. B.
Grubbs, Will Whitnell, L. R.
Yates, Milburn Evans, Hugh
Hurt, Melvin Grogan, 0. K.
Stubblefield, Conrad Hutson,
Rex Allbritten, Ed Chrisman,
Tom Rowlett, Kenneth
Grogan, W. D. McCuiston, Joe
Bruce Wilson, Bobby Grogan,
William Grogan, and Robert
L. Hendon. Burial was in the
Hicks Cemetery.
Mr. Hart, age 68, died
Thursday at eleven p.m. at the
Baptist Memorial Hospital,
Memphis, Tenn. His death
followed an extended illness.
He had retired due to ill health
four years ago from his drug
business at Puryear, Tenn.,
where he had been for twenty
years. Prior to going to
Puryear, he was employed as
pharmacist at Holland and
Hart Drug Store in Murray.
The deceased was a
graduate of the School of
Pharmacy at Atlanta, Ga.,
and was a member of Murray
Lodge No. 105 F. & A. M. He
and his wife, the former Hilda
Grogan, who survives, were
married December 27, 1931.
Born October 29, 1908, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late A. B. Hart and
Vae Daniels Hart.
Survivors are his wife,
Hilda; two daughters, Mrs.
Vince (Betty) Tusa, Memphis,
Tenn., and Mrs. Don Ann
Grogan) Chrisrnan, Murray
Route Four; one sister, Mrs.
Roman I Ella ) Boehm, Paris,
Tenn.; two brothers, Ralph
Hart, Sturgis, and Glenn Hart,
Colorado Springs, Colo.; two
grandsons, Mark Grogan Tusa
and Brian Time.
Mrs. Futrell Dies
At The Age Of 26
Mrs. Charles (Lucy
Caraballo) Futrell, age 26,
died Sunday at Fort Knox. Her
birthdate was October 29,
1949.
Survivors are her husband,
Charles Futrell, one son,
Charles, Jr., age six, and one
daughter, Lisa Lane, age four,
all of Fort Knox; her parents,
Mr and Mrs. Raymond
Caraballo of Maryland;
parents-in-law, Mr. and Mrs.
Garnt Trenholm of Jef-
fersonville, Ind., formerly of
Murray; several relatives in
the Murray area.
Funeral services will be
held Tuesday at three p. m. at
the chapel of the Nelson-
Edelen-Bennet Funeral
Home, Radcliff, where friends
may call.
Prtees of start ol 40414 SaiRofit ',Pon
EDT today ft/1144d to the Ledger I.
nines by rine et hedeisa. tarp., at
Murray. ere as lases:
US Hornes timbe
Kaufman A Broad.  — 'she
Ponderosa Systerns II% +%
K imber I y Clark 4144 +I
Union Carbide 72% +66
W R Grace W4 -vs
Texaco  27 +t41
General Eke 52 +66
GAF Corr.adse  15 + %
Georka 33% 46










Dies At Home With
Rites Here Today
Forrest Coleman of Murray
Routes Tv__ died Saturday at
8:15 p. ni.ifebie•horne. He was
87 years of -age and wes
preceded in death by his wife,
Mrs. Elaine Cunningham
Coleman, on May 16, 1963.
'she deiceased was a retired
farmer, a veteran of World
War I, and was a member of
the North Pleasant Grove
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church. Born December 2,
1888, in Trigg County, he was
the son cif the late James .
Madison Coleman and
Frances Harris Coleman.
Mr. Coleman is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. Guthrie
( Frances) Roberts, Murray
Route Two; two sons, James
M. Coleman, Murray Route
One, and Charles A. Coleman.
Murray Route Two; four
grandchildren, Mrs. Michael
(Kathy) Hoesch, Murray
Route Three, David, Scott.
and Suzanne Coleman,
Murray Route Two; step
granddaughte,r, Mrs. Lester
IRosalee) Wilson, and three
step great grandchildren, Bill,
Melinda, and Chris Wilson,
Paris, Tenn.
Funeral services are being
held today at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with Rev. A. M.
Thomas and Rev. W. Edd
Glover officiating and the
Warren Quartet providing the
music.
Serving as pallbearers are
Orfield Byrd, Billy Tidwell,
Edwin Cain, Thomas Jones,
Mark Cunningham, and
Prentice Thomas. Burial will
be in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Buford C. Bailey of Murray
Route Eight died this morning
at 8:15 at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital. He
was 73 years of age and his
death followed an extended
illness.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Laura Wilcox Bailey; one son,
Will Ed Bailey, and four
grandchildren, Kevin, Tim,
Cindy, and Aimee Bailey,
Hazel Route Two; four sisters,
Mrs. Bessie Dunn and Mrs.
Ruby White, 744 Nash Drive,
Murray, Mrs. Bertha
Emerson, Murray Route
Seven and Mrs. Eulala Like,
Murray Route Eight; one
brother, Collie Bailey, Murray
Route One.
Funeral arrangements are
incomplete, but friends may
call at the Max Churchill




Mrs. Stella Adams of Hazel
Route Two died Sunday at 9:45
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
She was 86 years of age.
Born September 22, 1886, she
was the daughter of the late
Billy Orr and Minerva James
Orr.
Survivors are one brother-
in-law, Genie Adams, Hazel
Route Two; one niece, Mrs.
Pearl Paschall, Hazel Route
One; three nephews, Milford
Orr. Hazel Route Two, A. C.
Orr, Washington, D. C., and
Richard Orr.
The funeral will be held
Wednesday at 2:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the Miller Funeral
Home, Hazel, with Dr.
William P. Mullins, Jr., of-
ficiating. Burial will be in the
South Pleasant Grove
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
141111 NOTES
by William M. Boyd
If a check made out to you
shows your name misspelled
or incomplete, endorse it as
shown. Then, underneath that
endorsement, write your
name correctly.
One of our checking accounts gives you a very con-
venient way of sending money or paying bills.
PEOPLES /BANK
Member FDIC..-11111A7t KT.
CIALI gII 11A2 CS &Al
--toinity Judge Robert 0. Miller has sign4d alitibefairiation. declaring the Week of-May
9-15 as National Hospital Week in Calloway County. With judge Miller, the employees
of Murray Calloway County Hospital are, left to right Roberta Ward, dietary, Tom Tur-
ner, maintainance, Edie Eisenman, administrative secretary, Dan Dixon, X-ray, Eva Orr,
physical therapy, Shirley Lamb, RN, nursing Carla Talley, admitting.
Mayor paha. Ed Scott has signed a proclamation declaring the week of May 9-15 as
National Hospital Week in the city of Murray. With Mayor Scott, the employees of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital are, left to right: Rita McKeel, medical technologist,
Pat Hutson, personnel, Ann Hays, respiratory therapy, Rita Starks, purchasing Kay
Wilhite, pharmacy, Dot Vaughn, housekeeping Joyce Houston, medical records.
New Earth Tremors Roll Through
Northeastern Italy Early Today
UDINE, Italy (AP) — New earth
tremors rolled through northeastern
Italy early today as the government
came under sharp press criticism for
alleged failures in rescue work and
emergency aid.
Rain added to the misery of many
thousands of homeless persons and
contributed to the problems of rescue
workers digging through debris from
Thursday's severe earthquake. No new
casualties were reported from the new
tremors, but the death toll rose to 815
from the first quake. About 50 af-
tershocks have hit the area since
Thursday.
Rome's leftist newspaper 11
Messaggero accused the government of
forgetting some villages for three days
after the quake struck, and said
inadequate supplies had been sent to
hard-hit areas. - - - ---
Turin's La Stamp& said the quake
had revealed "national failures," and
said "The state negligence, the scarcity
of emergency aid are undeniable."
The ruling Christian Democrats have
already come under fire in the cam-
paign for national elections scheduled
June 20-21 for failure to deal with
extremist violence and Italy's severe
economic problems.
Hundreds of tents were arriving th
the quake-stricken area, but about
150,000 persons still homeless from the
massive earthquake Thursday night
had to spend their fourth night in
temporary shelters.
Officials talked about moving some of
the homeless into nearby hotels and
discussed using the retired ocean liners
Raffaello and Michelangelo for
temorary living space. One official said
the liners could hold 3,000 persons each.
"Most of the homeless will be staying
in temporary housing at least until the
end of the summer," said one official in
Osoppo. But thousands made homeless
by an earthquake in western Sicily in
1968 are still living in "temporary"
shacks.
Many of those with homes still
standing spend the nights in their cars
or in tents because of the tremors that
continue to shake the area.
At least five tremors shook the area
today and two strong quakes were felt
Sunday in northeastern Italy and
western Yugoslavia. In Udine, the
city's historic center_ was roped off for
fear that ancient palaces and churches
would collapse.
Rescue operation; continue in the
villages. Three women were found alive
early Sunday, more than 50 hours after
the quake. Police offers expressed the
belief that at least 400 more persons
were buried in the debris, and there
was little hope of finding any of them
alive.
The first mass burial was held
Sunday in Maiano, where 89 coffins
were lowered into the earth.
Health Minister Luciano del Falco
said inoculations against typhoid fever
were proceeding satisfactorily, and
adequate supplies of serum were
arriving.
Officials estimated that 30,000 per-
sons, or 70 per cent of the work force in
the region, have been made jobless by
damage to industrial plants.
Among the art treasures destroyed or
badly damaged by the quake were the
14th-century cathedral and the castle at
Gemona, the 6th-century cathedral of
Venzone and the castle of Monte
Albano.
One side of the sculptured Gothic
facade of the hilltop cathedral at
Gernona was destroyed along with the
organ and two precious frescoes. The
rest of the facade has numerous cracks.
Several big square blocks are all that
remain of the bell tower.
Industrial Arts Exhibit
About 300 junior en senior high
school students fror .4'est Kentucky
are expected to cornsse in the annual
First District India:sal Arts Exhibit
and Competition iS r at Murray State
University on Thursday and Friday,
May 13-14.
To be on public display beginning at 9
a. m. Friday in the foyer and first floor
halls and laboratones of the Applied
Science Building, the exhibits and
award-winning projects will represent
the various areas of industrial arts.
Entries in the fair will be industrial
arts projects from the past year. They
will be set up or Thursday afternoon
Regents... Continued from Page
The MSU board also voted Saturday
to make public in the minutes of the
board meetings the individual salaries
of all university employes, who number
around 900.
The sntion came after some months
of controversy over the issue, and a
lengthy campaign by a former editor of
the Murray State News to force the
board to make the salaries public. The
board had declined to do so, contending
that university salary records were
administrative in nature and that the
salaries were public in the state
treasurer's office.
Board members said Saturday that
they thought the listing. of salaries in
the minutes would be in line with the
state's public records law.
No work is insignificant, he em-
phasized, pointing out that all labor
uplifts humanity and his dignity and
importance. "We are challenged on
every hand to work untiringly to
achieve excellence in our life's work,"
he said, "although not all of us are
called to specialized or professional
jobs and fewer rise to the heights of
genius in the arts and sciences, but no
work is insignificant."
The fact that large numbers of
American men and women fail to attain
their full share of the American Dream
must weigh upon the nation's con-
science, he said.
"At a time when the nation must
make the most of its human resources,
it is unthinkable that we should resign
ourselves to any waste of the human
potential," he said. "Our strength,
creativity and future growth as a
society depend upon our capacity to
develop our talents to the fullest."
At the conclusion of the exercises, an
honorary doctor of laws degree was
conferred upon the tobacco executive
by Murray State President Constantine
W. Curris. International recognized as
one of the outstanding young leaders in
the world of business, Bowling also is
chairman nf Keep America Beautiful,
Inc.
Having attended the University of
Kentucky and graduated from the„.-- 
The regents also approved a proposal
by Dr. Curris that provides for a
bachelor of science dgree in business
administration with an area in hotel,
restaurant and tourism management.
The action was taken to emphasize
Western Kentucky's growing tourist
industry around Kentucky Lake, Lake
Barkley, and the Land Between the
Lakes.
The board also widened its veterinary
medicine program by approving a
bachelor of science degree in
veterinary science technology. The 1976
General Assembly passed a measure
permitting specially trained non-
veterinarians to treat animals under
the supervision of a veterinarian.
Dr. Curris said the degree would not
University of Louisville, he also is a
trustee of Midway Junior College and
Berea College. He is a trustee of the
Kentucky Independent College
Foundation and a director of the
Development Council of the University
of Kentucky.
The 864 spring degrees conferred
included 657 bachelor's, 173 master's,
five specialists in college teaching and
29 associates and represented 25 states
and five foreign countries.
Of the 202 honor graduates, 28
graduated surnrna cum laude with four-
year academic standings of 3.8 and
of the same honors last Year.
Darnall is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Irvin C. Darnall, Cadiz, while Cannon's
parents are Mr. and Mrs. Joseph
Cannon of Marion.
With exception of \ Cannon, all were
commissioned by tt. Col. Johnnie
Prichard, professor of military science
at the University. Cannon was com-
missioned by his brother. Capt.
Raymond M. Cannon, an Air Force
officer at Grissom Air Force Base, Ind.
The other new officers are:
Charles A. Brandt, son of Mrs Clara
Brandt Phillips, 101 North Russell,
Marion, Ill., and who will report to Ft.
Sill, Okla . in July as a field artillery
Scheduled At MSU
and judged that evening before being
displayed the following day.
A written competition in the areas ot
industrial arts is scheduled at 10:30 a.
m. on Friday, and the awards
ceremony will begin at 1 p. m. on
Friday in the auditorium of the
University School, with winners to
receive ribbons and trophies.
A committee of faculty from the
sponsoring College of Industry and
Technology at Murray State is handling
arrangements for the fair. Committee
members are Joe Cowin, Dr. George
Nichols, Dr. Eugene Schanbacher, Dr.
Wendell Jordan, and Paul Lynn.
change the university's contention that
Kentucky needs a college of veterinary
medicine, a school Murray, and other
universities, have sought for some
months now.
Also approved was acceptance and
naming of the West Kentucky Livestock
and Exposition Center on the College
Farm Road. Cost of the center was
placed at ;2.6 million.
The board also approved tenure for 24
faculty members. Curris reported that
six teachers were denied tenure, and
given a one year's notice of termination
of their jobs.
A baccalaureate minor in paralegal
studies was approved by the board. The
program is aimed at a growing demand
for legal assistants.
above; 50 magna cum laude with
standings of 3.6 to 3.79 and 124 cum
laude with standings of 3.3 to 3.59.
Graduating at the top of the class
with a perfect 4.00 scholastic standing
was Dianne Mary Drake of Louisville, a
mid-year graduate.
Other top graduates, all from the
spring class, are Deborah Armstrong
Roberts, Cadiz, and Jill Jeanine Sin-
clair, Paducah, both with 3.97 stan-
dings; Jerry L. Epps, Benton, with 3.96,
and Linda Marie Buchanan, Louisville,




Paul W. Dunlap, son of Mrs. Alvena
T. Dunlap, 210 Barnett St., Hazel, who
will go to the Medical Service Corps at
Ft. Sam Houston. Tex.. immediately
following his graduation, and
Danny K. Guy, son of retired Air
Force 11. Col. and Mrs. Carroll W. Guy,
Route 6, Murray. He also has been
ordered to Ft. Sam Houston with the
Medical Service Corps but for a three-
month period.
A large number of family and friends
were present for the commissioning
ceremonies in Stawart Stadium and










































































Menus for the week of May
10-14 for the Murray City
Schools have been released by
the lunchroom supervisor,
Glinda Jeffrey. After this
week the menus will not be
released for publication for
the remainder of the school
term, according to school
officials.
The menus are as follows:
Murray High — Monday -
ham sandwich, candied yams,
green peas, and donut;
Tuesday - pizza, pork and
beans, fruit gelatin, and
cookie; Wednesday - country
fried steak, cranberry sauce,
prunes, creamed potatoes,
rolls, butter, and jelly;
Thursday - bar-b-qued chicken
sandwich, green beans, corn,
and chocolate pudding;
Friday - taco, applesauce,
Mexican beans, and ice
cream. A hamburger line and
chef salads are served daily.
Murray Middle — Monday-
beefaroni, green beans, jello,
and cookie; Tuesday - taco,
pinto beans, applesauce, and
ice cream; Wednesday - corn
dog, black eyed peas, fruit,
and vanilla pudding; Thur-
sday - chicken salad sand-
wich, corn, prunes, and




Carter and Robertson —
Monday - pimento cheese
sandwich, creamed potatoes,
fruit salad, and peanut butter
cookie; Tuesday - chicken
salad sandwich, fruit gelatin,
corn, and donut; Wednesday -
spaghetti, applesauce, green
beans, and ice cream;
Thursday - hamburger, french
fries, pear half, and chocolate
pudding; Friday - fish, pinto
beans, slaw, and cookie.
FAST FILM SERV la
Living Colo, Silk faash o$
law as S1 49 pa, 'oil
Slides or manes 51 39
ARTCRAFT STUDIOS
111I S 12th 753,0035











Clip the coupon below and bring it with you.
After your appointment let Maxene sign it,
then bring it to Vernon's Western Store for a




at Vernon's Western Store
with authorized signature
